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OLD TIME DANCES
To Re Held At

THE THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK

UNION TOWN HALL

Established 1825

Beginning June 2

6S'lt

FRIDAY NIGHTS
Same Music—Same Management
Admission 35 and 15c.
All M’elcome
65* lt

CHANCE OF A UFETIME!

DANCE

10% Off On All Electrical Merchandise, and Oil
Burners During June

Community Hall
Spruce Head
SAT. NIGHT, JUNE 3

NORGE REFRIGERATOR, Complete ...... ........ _____ _____ $99.58
MAYFLOWER REFRIGERATOR (2 cylinder compressor! . $99.50
ESCO M1I.K COOLERS
................................. ...................... $235
ELECTRIC RANGE .............. . ..... . ..... ......................... $99.50
ELECTRIC WASHER AND IRONER . ....... ...... . .............. ..... $61.50
ELECTRIC WASHER ............................................ .............*....... $39.50
HAND ELECTRIC VACUUM CLEANER ........ .............. ..... . .... $6.95
ELECTRIC VACUUM CLEANER ............................. ............. $2135
FURNACE POWER BURNERS ......... ♦................................. ...... $225
KITCHEN RANGE BURNERS
......
....... ......... $19.35
WE GIVE 10% OFF ON THESE PRICES
1933 EVINRUDE OUTBOARD MOTOR. $69.75
ANOTHER OFFER—HAMILTON BEACH VACUUM CLEANER,
$39.50 and with it FREE, a $19.35 H. B. FOODMIXER. Special rate
of $1.75 Clraning Range Burners. Call

HAROLD E. COOMBS
64 Masonic Street

Phone 768-R

'Rockland

AT

Music by RHYTHM KINGS
Dancing Starts 8.30 Standard Time
Square and Round Dances
Admission—Men 35c; Ladies 15c

62Th-tf

DANCE
PIONEER PAVILION

EAST UNION

Every Saturday Evg.
Music By

ROBBINS' ORCHESTRA
Men 35c; Ladies 15
8.30 Standard Time
53Th-S-tf
49-tf

OrimidPmi
TONIGHT

AL JAHN’S MUSICAL JOY BOYS
ELEVEN

MEN

ELEVEN

W. J. TAIT ’
Expert Watch and
Clock Maker
Specialize <«n Chimes and French

Clocks
All Work Guaranteed
Formerly employed by C. E. Morse
Jeweler
Now I orated at
HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK STORE
404 Main Street
Rorkiand

OVER THE TOP
To the DEPOSITORS of THE THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK
The Goal of $100,000 Preferred and
$50,000 Common Is Oversubscribed
About $ 100,CCO is required of “Plan and Waivers" to complete the transaction.

Wc recommend that directors be chosen

from the neighboring towns for the pur

pose of making a real community bank.

Please send at once to thc bank Plan and Waivers properly cn-'

dorsed.

Make all haste possible that the bank may open for busi

ness and send the money back in to circulation where it is so badly
needed.

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Subscriptions $3 00 per year payable ln
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established
In 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Oazette
tn 1882 The Free Press was established
In 1855 and ln 1891 changed Its name to
the Tribune These papers consolidated
March 17. 1897.

UNDER THE UNION JACK

For all kinds of used f urn It unfall 426-M and representative
will call—or

DANCE TONIGHT
ODD FELLOWS HALL

KIRK’S MUSIC

63-65

65‘lt

Do You Need Cash?
BRING IN YOUR

See and hear MISS GRACE HALLOWELL, well known Westinghouse Econo
mist at our Show Room—2.00 to 4.00 P. M.

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

•

HIGHEST CASH PRICES PAID FOR OLD RINGS, WATCHES,
CHAINS, LOCKETS, BRACELETS BROKEN JEWELRY, DEN
TAL WORK, BRIDGES. CROW NS, DEFACED GOLD COINS,
EYE GLASS FR.AMES, ETC., ETC., ETC.
All Gold Sent Direct To United States Mint in Philadelphia
Help Your Government!
If Inconvenient To Come, Phone and Representative Will Call At
Your Home
Packages Sent By Mall or Express Given Prompt Attention

THE COPPER KETTLE, Opposite Postoffice

LEWIS I. FEIGA

FREE GIFT—NEW EVERHOT APPLIANCE to the Lucky Lady Attending

FREE FOODS

OLD GOLD
ROCKLAND, ME.

THIS WEEK
SOUVENIRS FOR ALL

Suites C. AND D., Phones 8420—405
LAST THREE DAYS
65’lt

HOURS: 9 A. M. TO 9 P. M.

DON’T MISS IT!

G. A. LAWRENCE CO., INC.
492 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND

CLASSES AND PRIVATE PUPILS
IN

PUBLIC SPEAKING
MISS IRMA FICKETT
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YES, THOMASTON DID IT!

CASH

Care of The Courier-Gazette

00KING JCHOOL

Number 65

However, the work is not quite
“Over the Top!" say the returns
I tory the apple tree see,ns to be an
('most unknown species. There are from tlie Thomaston National Bank done. One step remains to be fincherry and peach trees galore, and Definite knowledge of the accom- J tshed before
plan Ls conlplet£ and
| rll in bloom, but apole orchards are pH£hmenit of
of $150 000 ready for presentation te the Comp
„ ... ... ... ... ..
R
troller of the Currency. Consents to
scarcer than Jobs for the unemployed,
—
*I
♦
Hair of the Ills we hoard with5 except ..
as Ir have stated ln the Anna- stock, the most essential part of the the Plan and Waivers of Deposits to
♦ ln our hearts are Ills because we —
plan of rehabilitating the bank was the amount of something less than
polls Valley. ,
— hoard them—Barry Cornwall.
<•
ln hand Monday evening but too late $100,000 must be secured yet. With
Where Farming Is Easy
♦
±
unfortunately, for announcement ln co-operation and effort of the de
But If we did not see apple blosthis paper which had gone to press positors themselves tills should be
HONORED THE DEAD
ZmS ?6 ?*** 966 farms 80 fertlle thal early because of the coming holiday ! speedily done. Every depositor who
they fairly made one’s mouth water.
By this purchase the depositors and | has not already done so is hereby
Hl Favored of Weather Me
Soil, about the color of a brick, soft,
, citizens of the towns in this coni- urged to bestir himself, sign waivers
(By the Roving Re porter!
! pliable, and free from rocks and
morial Day Exercises Nev
munity have given assurance that end consents, (two papers) and send
Cias-slng the border from New stumps. Down that way the farmer
. the "patient," this old bank, a con or deliver them to the bank at once
ertheless Successful
Brunswick into Nova See Ila last Sat- waits for a windy day, tosses an armtinuously going concern since 1825
To delay or to wlthold such action
1 urday I saw one of the most remark- ful of seed in the air, lets lt fall where
Another Memorial Day has come
is to live through the operation made has only one result, a certain and
ab’? maps ever looked upon by tour- lt may. and 10 weeks later pays off
"nd gone leaving ln Its train of sad |
was approximately 200 feet his mortgage with the proceeds, I necessary by the effects of the drastic disastrous result, that ol losing vital
reflections the fact that Rockland long< anti 75 to 100 feet deep, dis- Farming there looked like an easy
did Its full auty ln paying tribute to played on a slanting platform in such proposition (it always does to the
those who paid the supreme sacrifice ’ manner that every feature was plain- man who is not a farmer) but there
and to those who have
b visible to the passer-by. The mao (re probably some drawbacks. I
’ was a representation of thc Province noticed for instance that the work is
mustered out in the jeans .oliow- G( Noya g^ia showing also Cap” all (tone by hand and horse labor; no
ing the three wars which laid such a Breton and the adjoining section of motor trucks or fancy devices. Horse
heavy toll upon the man power of jjew Brunswick. Done in bas relief is stilt king In that corner of the
I this locality.
!
what materials I know not. It world
It sprinkled just enough during the was a topographically correct map of
But I could not help thinking how
early afternoon to create appiehen- ,the land which gave rise to Longlel- I would like to have County Agent
sion that the day s activities might ;ow's immortal poem of "Evangeline," Wentworth steer his annual farmer's
be suspended, or at least curtailed shewing not only the highway and excursion down that way to see how i» ,
But .every feature of the day’s pro- !ailway routes, but even the principal one of those red-soiled farms com- B
; gram was carried out in substantially villages done with min.ature build- pares with Che rockstrewn acres p
the manner indicated by the program ;ngs characteristic of the towns rep- which are so frequently found ln
twiee published In this newspaper. | -tsented. Thousands gaze upon thia Knox County. If our diligent pa
An outstanding reason for the 1 amazing spectacle in the run of a trons of husbandry did have that
. selection of Major Ralph W. Brown <ra-.on, and probably come away as Bftlto and unobstructed soil they
as grand marshal on all these occa- [ 1 djd with a new admiration for the would be able to have all-day Po
stons Is his marked military ability to1 way seme countries pull off publicity mcna sessions twice a week. I hope
organize a parade, and his strict instunts.
po Provincial farmer reads this and
istence that the parade shall moveThe scenes portrayed were certainthinks I am trying to belittle hts times, and. since its welfare ls now (time and btocking financial relief
| cn the indicated moment.
jy alluring,but with a long backward abor. Ask Obadiah Oardner what entrusted to them, is to be given its long overdue the majority of people
The parade this year was some-; journey tocontemplate, and a rain- he thinks about it.
biggest chance yet for a long life of of Knox OountyTo refuse consent
what abbreviated due to the absence■ nutd £ky ebscuring Nova Scotia’s
seen Along thr Way
prosperity and health.
to plan and waiver Is not to escape
To scan hastily the lengthy list of the 32% scale down Unpleasant as
of the fire department section, but lamed landmarks, nothing was left
the patriot!? bodies were all well tut to sigh regretfully and turn away In the long ride to the New Bruns- common and preferred stockholders it Is, that Is unavoidable.
But even this does not mean absorepresented and the crowd as usual frem a mc.st fascinating prospect, wick border there ls ample time for ls t0 realize it is to be a piece of
paid homage to those gallant Civil They say that one needs a couple of reflectlon and comment We- left prOperty arith an impressive number lutely sure loss of money. For this
War veterans who rode on the right weeks to fully appreciate this east- Rockland at 5 30 PrKtoy afternoon of owners well distributed over the wlll be issued particoation cert'.fl
of the line. This j-ear two automo- ernmest Province—surely lt cannot f'pirln'g on makin* a goodly mileage surrOunding towns, and all Intimately cates against which are set criticized
biles held them—50 years ago 150 to be done in the fraction better than bcfore the lndulBcnt' sun, now riding concerned ln Its good. With such but not worthless securities of the
nearly at its highest had sunk below help pledj!rd
future &
bank in a trusteed fund. Undoubt
200 stalwart comrades marching with two days at our disposal,
the
horizon.
,
Thomaston
National
looks brigh. edly recovery ln part. If not In whole
the same military precision Chat they
shattered Anticipation,
The completion of the Duck Trap lndeed
will be made. This Is the only way
displayed on the battlefield In those
The lodestone which drew Bob brld^ at Lincolnville and improve
stirring days of the Sixties. One | Wlbster and me
Nova
was
Too much credit for achievement out. The only possible alternative If
ment of the approaches is worth a of success in raising the necessary liquidation, a suicidal choice. Sign
Civil War veteran. Enoch Anderson
,(he lure which comes at apple bios- kh1(Hy word and we note with ap-'
of Belfast, drove his own car—a rom time, when spring is at its best,
money cannot be given to the solici your waiver and consent at once. Dc
proval that there is evidently to be
proud privilege upon which he insists £nd
wfeUy
pink
tors. Without their services it ls ob not put solicitors or the hank to fur
ft continuance of the permarent 1
year after year.
white blossoms appeal lo the sense highway construction through North- vious tt could not have been done ther trouble. Get the papers there
There were two stops during tht c( fight and
as no
Much explanation and patience was yourself and thereby do your part tc
port. If they build as good a road
required, and every deposits is in speed the opening of the bank
parade, the first opposite the foot oi
display can-even the cherry
there as they have don? ln Lincoln- j
“And then when will the bank
debted to them for theii- unselfish
Talbot avenue, where flowers werr blossoms which help make our Naville. Northport is gotnc to be very
hard, unpaid work and uncounted) open?" is the question heard on ail
strown on the waters, volley fired tional capital famous ,
happy about It. Later on in these
and taps sounded; the second bein'’
Candor compels the early admis- articles I shall have quite a lot to say expenditure of time, all for the com sides. Tlie answer, lf it could be
given by depositors and bank offi
at Ralph Ulmer Park wnere service- flon thflt
Joke was cnphaticaUy
mon good.
about roads, and not all of it Is going
To recount some of thelr experi cials. would be "Tomorrow." But
were conducted by the Spanish Wai ?nd deeply on p., for unless you
to be complimentary.
Veterans and Auxiliary.
g0 into the Annapolis Villey of Nova, I like to note the odd names as I ences would make intei eating read the answer Is not for them to give
The exercises at Grand Army hall Scotia >T)U ^arce-ly see apple trees at ^vei and hCTe's one. "We Take You ing. One honest citizen of uie town It must come from Washington and
°rd along e “e °'
’*b' aH- and lf
6° Prlor *
June- inn.” Not all of the proprietors of tras amazed to find his intentions one person's guess as to that ls as
lishcd program, with Re\ H. R. Win- you gee the foliage only just begin- roa<|Bi<|e resorts are as frank as that. quc?ti<)ne<1 and
under sus- good as the next. When waivers are
t-henbaughs address as the outstand ning to manifest itself, with scarcely jhe flag is flying at the Searsport Picion
a bogus salesman of bank in, the bank will comply with all
Ing feature Mr. Winchenbaugh has a tiny bud to convey hint of the mar- iohstPr pound, and one of these flnc stock summoned to appear before an regulations at once, and do every
a voice of marked carrying power- vclous tranrfonnation which is soon j dayi my good friend Parker and I offlccr of 016 Uw Fortunately, ex- thing In Its power to make lt possible
f .ecential on public occasions -rf thi.‘ (0 take place. Time decreed that we are
t0 hive
of those nice Plauation was not difficult.
A to get a quick answer. It Is all that
kind
L
and his address splendidly be- should not penetrate the Annapolis I pfigtg one can always have, talking doughty sea-captain, lately turned can be done, but, some glad day
fitted the occasion.
Valley, and tho little matter of a dif- wlth hlm
peddler, claims the record for .sales- soon, matters are going to be all
fercnce in longitude postponed the
And wp
the ha.ppjest boy tn manship. To have sold stock to a straightened out and then, at the
apple blossom feast with whioh we Searsport riding on a truck-wagon man 99 years of age and to a babe of community's service will be an in
had promised to regale ourselves. ,ind paying a mouth organ for dear 6lx months and to every age between dependent bank with local owners
For your used furniture We beheld more apple blossoms be- ll{e i was tempted to sign him looks likeevidence of
versatile as clean and as good as any In the
country, ln which, it is believed, the
Now is (he time to sell
tween Rockland and Camden than up jor our Roeitiand Harmonica methods.
We will pay highest
we did in all New Brunswick and lrand but
was efi^er Off key or
To a man. the testimony Is made people's pride and confiderce wil! be
Nova 8cotla In the tormer teiTi.jthe
of (h<> wagQn needpd that the work was enjoyable.
Justified.

Write MR. X
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Volume 88

Rockland Men Explore Red-Soiled Maritime Provinces Sale Of $150,000 Capital Stock In National Bank—Man
and Journey Home Through ’Roostook
Of 99 and Babe Of Six Months Purchasers

Prices

THE DEPOSITORS' COMMITTEE.

THREE CENTS A COPY

(Graduate of Leland Powers School of the Theatre)
54 RANKIN ST
ROCKLAND, ME.
PHONE 1032-W
65-66

greasing. At Sandy Point, where we
make our short cut to the bridge a twinge ol homesickness, and almost wbo very *>Ucttously Inquire lf we
two-master lies at her mooring and I! heads “Ponty" toward Northeast i have ProrM‘r maps, and plenty erf
wondered If it was Capt. Parker Harbor where he put in a most con- kasallne. The significance of the latmQdiry became apparent when we
Hall's. You know Capt. Parker Hall, genial summer as chief of police in
were informed that there would be no
the stuttering mariner, who navi 1932.
The Ellsworth flre zone shows filling Nations open that night along
gates up and down tlie Maine coast
all by his lonesome, and makes slight attempt thus far in the way of the 87-mile ride to Saint John. With
Queen Hotel's night
' friends with everybody. “Be Neigh reconstruction. Uncle Sam is coming tbe aid 01
borly" is Sandy Point's parting word, to the aid of Hancock County's shire c*er*c we routed out a sleepy gas magtown, and while this is very gratify- 118,16 and AUed the tank with Pro
as embodied on the town sign.
log it is decorated with red tape Just | v^nclal Bas ait 34 cents a gallon—said
Ellsworth Still Flat
like a birthday cake Is ornamented Ballon containing the equal of about
Across the Waldo-Hancock bridge,
J five American quarts.
with candles
dow n in the hollow on the Bucksport
A Lonely Night Ride
Solicitous Customs Officials
side is Dustin Famum's summer
A night ride over this highway is a
Near Franklin Road' Is Kilkenny
I home -one of the Famum boys who
have put Bucksport on the map ln Stream, a name decidedly at odds | lonesome affair, with the falls at St
modern times just as Old Jed Prouty »1,h th(> peacefulness of the sur(Continued on Page Eight)
dld in the days when Farwell Opera roundings. Bob taught school at
House was reacting to his plays with West Franklin, and possibly that axi- YOUR RA\/ORITE POEM
tumultuous applause.
counts for the somewnat fractious
If I had to live my life again I would
I visited Ellsworth on the day fol- significance of the name,
have made a rule to read aome poetry
and
llaten to some mualc at least once
lowing the big flre, along with my
A name: "Ivanhoe Motor Camps."
T-hnn more R weclt The loss of these taatea la a losa
office-mate John M. Richardson, anri. Shades of Sir Walter! 1 nen mere Of happiness —Charles Darwin
predicted to the toll-keeper that the **
postofflce Egypt —another
at aunty's must:
traffic would be greater on the Sun- J foreign name to add to my list,
One time when we's at Aunty's house'Way In the country!—where
day following than lt was the day Ou*- °f Sullivan the road has been
lat but woods—an’ pigs an‘ cows—
the fire was still burning He pooled tarred and coarse gravel applied, They's
An' all's outdoors an alrt—
me into silence but Friday night I Such a racket the protesting Ponty An' orchard-swings, an' churry-trees—
An' churrlea ln cm!—Yes. an' these
;-sked how the crowds did compare made. At Gouldsboro a big dance is Here redhead birds steal all they please.
An' tetch 'em ef you dare!—
and he told me that the Sunday traf-1 on—everybody ln town present, anri W'y
wunet one time, when we was there.
fic was three times as large. Now lf1 R'i the other towns well represented. We et out on the porch!
E. B. Rideout could predict weathei Tlie music sounded good, but to my Wlte where the cellar door wuz shut
as accurately as that it would be untutored ear the frog chorus In an The table wuz; an' I
Let Aunty set by me an' cut
adjoining swamp took preference. My vlttles up—an' pie.
some sense.
“Tuz awful funny! I could see
Queer name: “Whip-o-will camps." Some folks don't like frog music; I Thc
redheads In the churry-tree;
_ you got to be
I am not an authority on ornithology do. Cherryfield site on the banks of i An' beehives, where
an
unpronounceable
river
and
the
J
An
^-comp'nr
thc^n' sill-..,' webut have always supposed that the
.cads have many quirks. Harrington We ct out on thc porch!
bird's name was whip-poor-will.
Everywhere ls the caution: "Pre-| advertises itself as the oldest town ln An' I lat et p'aurves an' things
'At Ma don’t Tow me to—
vent Forest Fires" North Haven Hancock County
An’ chlckun-glzzarda (don't like wlnga
While I have been gossiping along Like Parunts does—do you?)
and Vinalhaven will read this referall the time the wind blowed there.
we have come to the Canadian An'
[ ence sympathetically.
An' I could feel lt tn my hair.
An'
clover ever where!
With Blue Hill Mountain abeam, border at 8t. Stephen. N. B., and An'letanemell
old redblrd flew
needs
must
present
our
credentials
and Mt. Desert's lofty hills looming
Purt'nlgh wlte over my hlgh-chalr.
the porch!
In the foreground Bob experiences a, to two nice looking customs officials. When 'we et on
—James Whitcomb Filey.
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A TRAGIC AFFAIR

The Courier-Gazette
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DODGED SLEEPY DRIVER

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK---------

Three Occupants Of a Rockland Car Have a Serious announces llla tthe regular supper
Levensaler (
will be served Wednesday of next p
Experience In Damariscotta
—Worry the Cause
week instead or Thursday as previr\ a of F
Mean‘ or

S 1 pvpnoaUr

TIIE BANKING SITUATION

SALVATION ARMY’S STAND

Who better is able correctly to
estimate the burden laid upon the
world by alcoholic beverages than
the Salvation Army? It is the one
organization which along its whole
lir.e of service has to battle with
the evil products of strong drink.
Hew does the Army view the pres
ent hysterical campaign for beer,
with its collateral objective, the
unseating of prohibition? Let us
give to its platform, as announced
by the distinguished head. Miss
Evangeline Booth, a careful con
sideration.
"The Salvation Armv (she says)
stands unitedly opposed to the
repeal of the Eighteenth Amendmeat. Throughout the world the
organization is unwavering in its
opposition to the liquor traffic how
ever conducted, and to the con
sumption of liquor ln whatever
form it may be taken, whether
beer, wine, spirits, or otherwise.
“We stand as we lave always
stood for total prohibition by the
community and total abstinence by
the individual. Alrerdy we have
reason to believe that the unavoid
able evils of b'CT Wl! be what they
always have been and would urge
more than ever especially upon the
young the wisdom and duty of re
fraining from the temptation of
this age-proved disastrous indulg
ence.
“The burden of relieving the
wants of the impoverished home
already is sufficiently serious for
organizations like the Salvation
.Army and we feel it to be a
calamity that the distress due to
economic causes should be aggra
vated by moral delinquencies which
invariably accompany thc sale of
alcohol"
REVIVING UNCLE TOM

WARREN
The Congregational ladies' circle

And now abideth faith — hope —
love.—I Cor. 13:13.
1

The successful campaign of that
century-old financial institution,
the Thomaston National Bank, fol
lowing upon the heels of similar
achievement by the banks of Cam
den and Rockland, sets cur coun
ty a long step forward to the
moment of unreserved community
banking, and the freeing of deposi
tors’ money, with accompanying
activity in business channels. With
the preliminaries successfully ac
complished, there is a natural
desire on the part of thc public
for immediate resumption; but it
is necessaiy to wait with what
patience is possible upon Ure final
action lrom Washington, for Lie
Government's official ok., a mere
matter of form, which in due sea
son will be forthcoming. Mean
time the situation of Rockland's
other bank waits upon the report
of thc depositors’ committee, which
is in process of completion for sub
mission at a supplementary hear
ing before Chief Justice Pattangall.

Every-Other-Day

1 cully planned. This is in order not
to conflict with the graduation exer
cises planned for the evening of May
8. The hour of the supper will be j
6 o'clock daylight.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Scott of Ban- >
gor were overnight guests Monday of
Mrs. Bessie Eastman.
Mrs. Lizzie Mathews of Camden is
’.-'siting her cousin Miss Bertha Storer
Harold Pease is driving a new Ford
truck.
Miss Kathryn Starrett spent tne
weekend and holiday with Mr. and
Mrs. Louis Sawyer in Camden.
Mrs Gertrude Starrett returned to
her home Monday after assisting in
the home of Mrs. Frank Davis as.
nurse the past week.
Mrs. Hattie Moody and son Norman
Moody of Augusta were guests oi
relatives here over Memorial Day.
Sealed proposals are now being reieivfd for carrying the United States !
mails between the postofflee. Warren,
and the Maine Central R. R. station j
Blanks may be obtained at the postoffice.
L. E. Wade, former station agent at
Warren depot, whose home is in Sara
sota, Fla., is the guest of his cousins
Mr. and Mrs Judson Benner.
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Rob
ert Walker were Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Hall of Waterville.
• * • •
Warren High will play Union High!
at Union Friday afternoon. This will;
probably be the last game cf 'he sea
son.
Miss Susie Hahn had as her guest I
Monday afternoon Mrs John Gilmore
of Wiscasset.
Judson Ber.ner suffered i.n Injury to
hls right hand Friday of last week.,
when in helping start a car at Thom- i
aston. in some way the nail was re
moved from his thumb.
Mr. and Mrs. J L. Kappier or West'
Newton were weekend guests of Mrs
Annie Watts, sister of Mrs. Kappier J
With their leader, Chester Wyllie.;
15 members of the Gamma Beta Cluo
neld their third annua! 1 uting Me
morial Day, t!>L time at Jefferson
Lake. They enjoyed swimming, a I
ba!' game, and picnic supper at the
heart of salad lovers! Its a super-blend, perfected in the spotless
beach there. Others attending be-'
CAIN kitchen—to bring new zest to even the most simple of salads.
sides the toys were Mrs Chester
Wyllie ar.d three children, Elizabeth '
Its matchless flavor brings out the BEST in every salad. It transforms
and Paul Oxton.
cold leftovers of fish, meat, fowl into
Guests over the weekend of Mr. and
tempting delicious dishes. It adds
Mrs. Wilder Mcore were Mr. and Mrs
piquancy to your bridge club sand
Erroll Scott of Providence.
wiches. Ask your dealer to include
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Fred O. Jameson
a jar in today’s order.
visited at Willis Moody's ln Fairfield
I Sunday. They were accompanied by
Mrs. Moody who was returning to
her home after being the guest of her
j sister Mrs. Jameson the past week
Another taste treat!
Thirty-five members of White Oak
Write us a letter . . tell us
|
Grange
tock advantage of the invi
how you like this new
tation extended to them to visit Mapie
Cain’s Mastermixt MayonGrange at North Waldoboro last
naise-and why. We will
1 week Thursday evening. The Friday
send you post-paid, a bot
evening following several members oi
tle of delicious Cain’s
French Dressing Sauce
I White Oak visited Progressive Grange
Free.
at Winslow's Mills.
• • • •
Address John E. Cain, 187
Vassar St, Cambridge, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ring motored
to China and return Memorial Day.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Overtook 0:
Orono are keeping house at the Over-1
, leek place, Warren Highland.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Welt, accom
panied by Mrs. Ruth Goodk’in and ,
daughter Ruth of Auburn were guests
Monday of Mr. and Mis. Willard
Wiley, and Rev. and Mrs. Howard A.
Welch, respectively.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney F. Copeland
entertained Mr. and Mrs. F M Mont
gomery of Beach HilhMass ,over the
weekend.
Gtorge Gray, carrier of mail on
Model Ts
Cottar Pins
rural route 2, starts hls week's vaca-1
to
to
’ion today, Thursday. Charles Young
will serve as substitute during his abPackard 8’s
Cylinder Heads
! sence.
Tuesday evening a group of friends |
' descended upon Mr. and Mrs. Arnold
Teague, to help the former celebrate
You’ll Find What You Want at
, his 26th birthday &nnl“crsary. Ice
cream and cake were served, and a :
fine social time enjoy’d. Among those
Retail
Wholesale
present were Mn and Mrs. Charles!
McKellar, Mr. ar.d Mrs. Parker Me- !
Rockland
Tel. 1259
585 Main Street
Kellar, Mr. and Mrs. John Teague, j
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Peabody. Mrs. |
Doris Overlook and children Charles |
The Place To Buy Tires, Tubes and Accessories
and Jeanette, Mrs Isa Teague, Roger
■ Teague, Miss Olive Teague and j
Maurice Watts.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Teague and
family and Mrs. Isa Teague were
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Deane at Waldoboro.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Payson and
daughter Barbara of Camden were
callers Tuesday afternoon on Mr. and
Mrs. John Teague.
Mrs. Nellie Davis, convalescing from
pneumonia, was the pleased recipi
ent Tuesday of a post card shower
from several friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Robinson and
Miss Eileen Kimball of South Paris
return home today after being guests
sinoe Sunday of Mr. and'Mrs Mans
field Robinson. They will be accom
panied by Mrs. Calista Leighton ot
Harrington and Mrs. Mary Anna
Wass of Steuben, who will visit them
for a time.
Mrs. Nellie Eorneman is spending
STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK, INC.
a few days with her son Leslie Borne
man and family at Waldoboro.
PHONE ROCKLAND 115

Brooding over his approaching trial
Mr. and Mrs. George Brackett, and ting in front with her husband, was
in Kennebec County, where he was to the former's father, Albert Brackett, found to be badly shaken and bruised,
face a jury as the result of a fatal who left early on the morning of and will be confined to her bed a
automobile accident last April, Edwin Memorial Day for a motor trip to week or more. Mr Brackett, senior,
S. Levensaler committed suicide Tues Boston, had their outing quickly and suffered a broken collar bone.
day noon in the lavatory of Dyer's rudely interrupted when they reached
The body of the Brackett car was
Garage on Park street. Used to that Damariscotta.
badly damaged but still navigable.
end was an old fashioned 32 calibre
George Brackett, who was driving
If there had been any collision with
revolver, loaded with old cartridges. his Pontiac coach, noticed a Ford the other car it was not a serious
Two of these failed to explode when roadster approaching, and the action one.
the trigger was snapped, but the third of the car convinced him that the
attempt brought the messenger of man in the driver's seat, who ap
death.
peared to be the sole occupant of the
He was taken to Knox Hos car, was dozing.
pital in the Crozier and Bowes ambu-1 Opposite the Lincoln County fair i
lance and was there attended by Dr. grounds, when the two automobiles [
C D North, death ensuing shortly were about 20 feet apart, the Ford j
after 6 o’clock. He was in a semi suddenly swerved directly toward the
conscious condition while being con Rockland car. In order to avoid a
veyed to the hospital, and made an fat>l head-on collision Mr. Brackett !
apparent attempt to talk, made im turned sharply to the right. His car.
DONT PAY BIG
possible by the nature of his wounds. which was traveling about 35 miles an
SHOE BILLS!
I _ in,-nd. Mild
Mr. Levensaler is said to have acted hour, struck a culvert and overturned
l-LO ur build*
—jit home.
peculiarly during the past week, and before its occupants could realize
BABY! bprradii on—
drle» over night.
More
the family had become very anxious what was happening.
than
? million Mstistird
now tutting money.
over his condition. Tuesday forenoon
itluo
flip*
auto
tire*,
George Brackett, escaping injury
tuto tops, rubber bootn, rte.
| he was down-town, conversed on busiexcept for a few scratches and minor
GUARANTEE
ness matters with one of his office cuts. extricated his wife and father
If you find that So-Lo does not outwear
ordinary leather and completely satisfy
associates, and within ten minutes of, from the wreckage and took them to mu rive you back your money.
his fatal deed chatted with an old J Dr. Teed's office. The other car Tear out this ad and take to WOOLWORTH'S
396
Main
St
NEW
friend concerning commonplace mat- meantime had kept on going with the BERRY S 362 Main 8t . E. B CROCK
ETT. 331 Main St ; Or get SO-LO from
ters.
! driver possibly still asleep.
your neighborhood dealer in the large
tube -25c
Dealers write
Mr. Levensaler had been an em
Mrs. Brackett, who had been sit- convenient
SO-LO Works. Cincinnati. Ohio.
ploye of the Rockland & Rockport <
Lime Corporation since its organiza
tion in 1900. going to Shat concern
from the ranks of the Cobb Lime Co..
where he had already become ground
ed in the affairs of lime manufactur-'
ing. His interest in the business of
the new syndicate and his keen dis-,
\
7
cernment marked him for important
j advancement, and during President
H. W Huke's administration, about
1908. he was promoted to purchasing
agent.
Among the branches of the industry
( in which he was called to familiarize j
himself was cooperage, this because
of the fact that the company did aj
I yery iarge business in lime casks, buy.
• lng great ‘>uanlitles from ^e manufacturers in the rural sections,
than any mayonnaise
j “He had the rare faculty of being
both a good buyer and a good seller,"
you ever tasted!
remarked one of the officials yester
Never—no, never belore, mayonnaise like this to gladden the
day—“a combination which seldom

IF you have something to sell

and are in a big hurry to
sell it, let the classified advertising
department of The Courier-Gazette
prove its ability as a speedy and
efficient sales medium.

ffVM/

• It

A NEW mayonnaise;
.richer
.
• smoother

• more delicately
flavored...

exists.” As purchasing agent he
bought supplies which ran into many
thousands of dollars, the buying of
which, advantageously, n.eant a sure
knowledge in practically every de
partment of the industry. His ability
also as a salesman had manifested
; itself on many occasions.
Mr. Levensaler was a native of
! Thomaston and son of the late Dr.
Henry C. Levensaler, one of Knox
; County's most prominent physicians
and citizens. His mother was the
late Mary S. Sawtelle, fo-meriy of
j Rockland. The young man gradu
ated from Thomaston High School in
1895, and entered University of Maine
where his course abruptly ended with
‘ the illness of his father. He was em
ployed for a while at the Maine State
Prison, under Warden Bean, before
coming to Rockland to take up what
proved to be his life work.
He was much in terested in athletic.-.,
and played baseball and tennis. He
was a member of Rockland Lodge.
B.P O E., and at one time was a mem, ber of the Rockland Rotary Club.
One of his characteristics was the
exercise for others of the deep sym
pathy which is now being manifest' ed in his own unfortunate case. In
helping others in time of stress he;
displayed rare tact, and earned the'
lasting gratitude of the recipients of
his kindness. This was but one of the '
fine sides of his nature.
Mr Levensaler is survived by his
j wife (Harriet Wardwell) and one son,
Atwood Levensaler, who followed in
his father's footsteps by going to Uni
versity of Maine, where he won sev
eral high honors.
Private funeral services will be held
Friday afternoon, at the residence.
Rev. W S. Rounds officiating.

That “Uncle Tom's Cabin"
should sound the high note of
interest on Broadway and the
newspapers of the country unite in
exploiting the event, makes good
news to people who can recall
those days when the dramatization
of the novel by Harriet Beecher
Stowe was a popular feature, not
alone of the metropolitan stage,
but showing also in every town and
rural community.
Do we not
remember when Farwell Hall time
and again saw its capacity audi
ences alternately moved to laughter and tears as Topsy, Little Eva
Simon Legree, Uncle Tom and the
other distinguished characters of
the drama unfolded the familiar
story of slavery days—the book,
written by a Maine woman, Which
Abraham Lincoln told her brought
on the civil war. But those were
the showings of the play before it
was let down into the ltvel of bur
lesque. “Tom shows" they w?re
STRAND THEATRE
called, with their street parades,
band of music, a leash of harmless
Frederic March and Cary Grant
“bloodhounds,” two Little Evas
play
the two leading roles in “The,
and two Marks the Lawyers. The
Broadway revival, with the noted Eagle and The Hawk," the story of
actor Otis Skinner in tne title role, two wartime flyers whose hatred for
contains suggestion of a serious each other male them both heroes,
return to those one-time features j which comes Friday and Saturday.
of .the stage which in these days of Jack Oakie and Carole Lombard head
the movies iiave been too much lost the supporting cast. March and
Grant are cast as a pilot and observer
sight of.
in the British air corps—March a
! skilled, reckless flyer; Grant a ruth
TAKING ITS TOLL
less killer. Together in the air, they
The lioliday interim, being some are an unbeatable team, and one
what lengthened, afforded that enemy plane after the other is outadditional opportunity for the maneuvered by March’s beautiful
speeding motorist to make himself handling of his plane; brought down
conspicuous in the field of acci by Grant's deadly handling of his
dent. There were of course the guns. Eut on the ground, March and
natural elements of it, the driver in Grant are the deadliest of enemies.
a hurry, the careless driver, and the March is disgusted by Grant’s cold
driver upon whom alcohol had laid delight in killing; Grant is scornful
its impress. All of it costly in the of March's scruples. The story never
way of finance, and regrettably loses interest.—adv.
loaded with suffering and death.
-----------------j Specials fcr balance of this week:
The Lions Club did not present an 3 weeks old chicks, $1 per dozen; day
entertainment program yesterday but old chicks, Tic. each, 90c dozen
devoted the time to a discussion 0; ( white Pekin Ducks 25c, Turkey
vital matters. A. B. Allen and Ralph Poult.;, 45c, at Stovers, Rockland
L. Smith were named as entertain- CompLtc line seeds and fertilizers-mint committee for June.
adv.
65-66

FREE-

MAYONNAISE

CAIN’S^Wonnaise
“EVERYTHING FOR THE AUTOMOBILE”

PARTS FOR ALL CARS

KENT’S, Inc.

SOCONY ra0;ge
for oil ranges

CLEAN
BURNING

PROMPT
DELIVERY

A

ECONOMICAL

SPECIALS
THE SPECIALLY LOW PRICES ON THE
ITEMS BELOW MAKE IT IMPORTANT
THAT YOU TRADE HERE WHERE THIS
GREAT ECONOMY IS AVAILABLE!
QUALITY

ROAST PORK

LB.

BONELESS
FANCY FRESH

Veal Roasts, lb. 18c
Pot Roasts, lb.

SCALLOPS

15c

Tound

Pork Shoulders lb 15c
Rib Roasts, lb.
CHUCK

18c

10c-12c

ROAST, lb.
LEGS OF

LAMB, lb.
FORE QlARTEKS

LAMB, lb
SUGAR CURED

HAM to fry, lb.
BONELESS

Ham, whole, half

2

LAMB,
STEWING

GOLDEN
BANTAM

CORN

FANCY
PURE

10c

TOMATO
VEGETABLE

25c

FANCY
GOLDEN

,ib 19c

LBS!

TOMATO KETCHUP 2

WAX BEANS

KELLOGG'S
EXTRA
SPECIAL
QUICK

ARROW

I

CORNFLAKES

SHREDDED WHEAT

SOAP CHIPS

3

qt.

_

BONELESS SIRLOIN, Ib.,

35c

GOOD QUALITY
MEDIUM WEIGHT

3Oc

SIRLOIN, Ib.

A New Stock of the
Famous

DEVONSHIRE TEA
ORANGE PEKOE, FORMOSA OOLONG

Package

25c

29c
25c
25c
29c

23c

STEAK OR ROASTS

25c

--------- FANCY GRAPE JUICE---------

NEW BEETS, 3 bch. 25c
New Carrots, 3 bch. 25c

Calif. Oranges, doz.
Pineapples, 2 for
Bananas, 5 lbs.
Fla. Oranges, doz.

2

Boneless PORTERHOUSE, Ib 40c

GREEN PEAS, >/2 pk 29c
RADISHES, 3 bch. 10c
RHUBARB, 3 lbs.
10c

BEANS,

2^ 19c

EXTRA QUALITY STEER

Fresh Vegetables

GREEN OR WAX

LGE.
BOTS.

SOUPS

25c

15c

BEEF, lb.

Package

23c

— NATIVE VEAL—
STEAK, lb.
25c
CHOPS, lb.
20c
RUMP ROAST, lb. 12c
VEAL SHINS, lb. 05c
STEW’G VEAL, lb 18=
STEWING

RINSO,

QUART

27c

PINT

10 OZ.

15c

10c

PURE CIDER VINEGAR, two 1 qt. bats,

23c

DAVIS BAKING POWDER 1 lb Soda Free,

22c

ANGEL FOOD MARSHMALLOWS, 3 pkgs 25c

NATIVE

Asparagus, bch.

19c

SWIFT’S TOMATO JUICE, 3 cans

SATURDAY SPECIAL
FRED'S HOME MADE FRESH FRUIT

EACH

STRAWBERRY PIES

PERRY’S MARKET

25c
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Every-Othir-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN

$2.95

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
June 1-2—"The Forest Court," auspices
of Parent-Teacher Association.
June T—Knox Pomona meets with
South Warren Orange
June 5—Monthly meeting of City Gov
ernment.
June 7—Patriarchs Militant field day
(Department of Maine* ln Rockland.
June 7 — Thomaston High School
graduation.
June 7—Annual field day of Lady Knox
Chapter, D.A.R . at Mrs. Blodgett's cot
tage. Jefferson Lake.
June 8— Rockport High School gradu
ation.
June 10—Lakewood Theatre season
opens.
f
June 11—Baccalaureate Sunday at
First Baptist Church.
June 14—W C. T. U. County Conven
tion at Methodist Church ln Union.
June 14-15—Orand Army and allied
bodies meet ln Bangor.

$3.95

TAKE YOUR

Ckoicz

$5.00

Page Three

Claremont Commandery, K. T.,
Monday night will discuss St. John's
Day plans. Dunlap Commandery
of Bath, which recently made such
a pleasant visit here has signified
its desire to join up with Clare-!
mont on that day.
E. Mont Perry was home from
Vinalhaven over the holiday. He
did not follow the band as was long
his custom in spryer years, but
watched tbe parade from several
points of vantage and shook hands
with lots of old friends.

Rockland High plays at Vinal
haven this afternoon, and presuma
bly will be called upon to face the
Saturday’s
amazing
Middleton,
xheduled games are: Oamden at
Rokland; Lincoln at Vinalhaven;
and Thomaston at St. George.

WEATHER

June comes in with such early
morning smiles that we feel a graci
ousness of heart, inclining us lo let
May disappear from our calendar
without raying things about her that
could be said; for as the month to
which poets have been wont joy
ously to dedicate their verses she
was a good deal of a failure. But
with all her slowness, here arc the
trees in full leaf according to cus'om
and this first month of summer in
the saddle. At 8 o'clock the mer
cury is at 58, the official forecast,
partly clearing and slightly warmer
today, and surely the rains of the
week have done great good to the
gardens.

Seldom does one boat bring home
a finer pair of salmn than the 5'a
and 5% pound beauties landed
Tuesday at Megunticook by D. L.
Karl and Hervey Allen. The fish
attracted much envious attention
yesterday as displayed in the win
dow of Crie Hardware Co.

The dances held Thursday nights
through the winter in Odd Fellows
hall are to be continued for the
present at least, ln answer to popu
lar demand.
The series has been
discontinued heretofore at this time
of year, and a very unusual number
of requests lead the management to
keep the dances running.

The city schools will keep open all
day Saturday to make up for the day
lost Monday.
The meeting of the school commit
tee scheduled for last night has been
postponed to June 6.

A car which had modelteed all the
way from California attracted atten
tion on Main street yesterday.

McLain Shoe Store
WALK-OVER SIGN

The baseball season at Togus opens
next Sunday with the Colored Giants
as the starting infraction. Chummy
Gray will pitch for Togus.

MAINE

ROCKLAND,

The dinner for the Boys and Girls
Club yesterday was provided by thc
American Legion Auxiliary, with
Mrs. Ella Hyland. Mrs. Anne Alden
and Mrs. Bernie Jackson ln charge.
The menu was planned along picnic
lines again, with thick home-made
fudge as a surprise treat—and did
that fudge disappear!
Forty-six
members of the club were present.

Word has been received from the
H. B. Burgess and L. E. McRae re
short course offices in Amherst that
turned Monday from a fishing trip at
Philip A. Spear, son of L. True Spear
Canton Layayette had degree
T. C. Stone i> moving from 80
Moosehead Lake, bringing back a
of Rockport, ls a member of the grad
Pleasant street to 108 Beech street, work last night, and attended to
handsome catch, 12 fish apiece.
uating class of the Stockbridge School
the house formerly occupied by H. several details in connection with
of Agriculture, Amherst, Mass. He
the approaching field day.
Mrs. William K. Clinton of Rock Laton Jackson.
will receive his certificate testifying
ville called at The Courier-Gazette
to the successful completion of the
Mrs. Anna Tillinghast wife of a
office yesterday and asked to have the J An important meeting of the Pine
two year course of study and summer
Tree
Outboard
Club
will
be
held
Tues

former Rcckland pastor, has republlc informed that she had not been
placement training at the graduation
killed, or even hurt, in an automobile day night at 7.30 at the American Le .> ,jned as commissioner o.\ imnt - exercises, June 5. Spear has majored
gion
rooms
in
Camden.
A
large
at

gration in Massachusetts—a sacri
accident. It was a case of miscalled
in horticulture during his course ol
tendance is desired for election of a fice on the political altar.
study.
vice commodore for the balance ot
Funeral services for the late Charles 1933.
The water front early birds are
The rapid progres sof the Castine
3. Hall will be held at his late resi
not all in accord with the recent
Outboard Club, and its earnest efforts
In
view
of
the
operetta
“
The
Forest
dence. 21 Ocean street, Friday at 2
item in these columns referring to
to promote racing throughout Maine
p. m., Rev. George H Welch offleiat-1 Court" being presented at the high the dearth of three stickers in the
I have reoeived fevorable comment.
The
Elks
ritual
service
will
be
school
auditorium
tonight
and
U»harbor. One of McLoon's hustlers
ing
In this connection, Alvah Anderson,
performed. Obituary mention in morrow night by a cast of more than names several such as recent marine
secretary of the Maine Regatta Asso
125
children
drawn
from
Grades
3-8.
Saturdays issue
guests here.
ciation
and of the Pipe Tree Outboard
it is of interest to know that the balUnbleached Cotton, 40 inch,
•05
The late train into Rockland the cony seats have been raised so that
pred Trjpp
Edward Post Club, recently made this statement:
"From
my
observations,
I
am
pleased
Polo Coats,
495
other night kiUed a moose near the j the stage is now visible from all points v-(ed AIford Lafco over the week.
cement plant. The carcass was of the auditorium. Henceforth there end, the former landing a salmon to say that I believe the Castine Out
Dress Coats,
4.95
board Club to be one of the up and
dressed out by the wardens and can be no criticism on this score.
which weighed 2S pounds—Don
MONDAY, JUNE 5—TUESDAY, JUNE 6
coming
organizations
of
this
kind
Large
Cloth
Dolls,
.25
turned over to Miss Corbett for dis
Karl and Hervey Allen were high
and one which will put Maine on the
The annual mothers' and daugh
tribution through the poor depart
Rayon Bloomers, fine quality,
liners there Sunday. Each getting
.23
Living Models—3.30 P. M. Both Afternoons
map as one of the best organized
ters' banquet given under auspices of
ments.
a handsome salmon. Don's weighed
Shopping
Baskets,
.10
to
-29
States. The Castine Club is going
local W.C.T.U. will be held June 16 in
5‘, pounds and the angler was 45
John T. Shea of ambridge. Mass, the Congregational vestry at 6 30 p.
ahead by leaps and bounds and are
Our Sewing Contest Closes Saturday Night
Turkish Towels, large,
.09
minutes steering him into the boa!.
doing more than their share in this
is at the North Shore. Northport m. Mrs Lora LaMance of Florida, a
Hervey's weighed 5% pounds, but we
get
your
models
in
Rayon
Slips,
.49
called by the accident to his brother national lecturer who is touring Maine
work. The Pine Tree Outboard Club
haven't the detailed report of the
Thomas E. Shea, the veteran actor at this time, will be the speaker. She
will be with them 100 percent.”
Service Weight Hose, 42 gauge,
•49
timer.
Thirty-seven distinguished fashions made up in
who has been at the Bradbury Me is a woman of charming personality
Chiffon Weight Hose, 42 gauge,
.39
BORN
morial Hospital since Friday. Mr and a brilliant speaker. The program j
1933 fabrics from the very newest McCall Pat
HOME FOR AGED WOMEN
The
annual
meeting
of
this
corpora-1
Committee,
Miss
Alena
Young,
Miss
|
Silk
Dresses,
BURGESS
—
At
Rockland.
May
7,
to
Mr
1.88
Shea who suffered severe laceration;
tlon will be held Wednesday. June 7. j and Mrs. Wilson Burgess, a son.
terns.
about the face is making favorable Margaret MoKnight and Mrs. Clara I i933 at 230 p. m . at the home of Mrs
Donald Arthur.'
Silk Dance Sets,
.69
... 1.
interact,no 1 Lester Sherman. Beech St . for the elec- SIMMONS—At Friendship. May 26. to
Emery, is arranging other interesting l (|on of oncers and the transaction of
recovery.
Mr and Mrs. Maurice Simmons lEdna
Overalls,
2.20
denim,
Mannequins
will
exhibit
them
for
you
while
the
.79
features which will include delightful | any other business that may legally
Simmons*, a son. Maurice Lewis.
While there were no attendants musical numbers by local artists and
Hand Bags, new.
EVANS—At Princeton, N. J.. May 11, to
McCall stylist points out to you their new features,
.59
Mr and Mrs Roger Evans of Prince
HATtie A. KEATINK
from the local BPW Club at the an a candle lighting service by ten young
ton and Friendship, a son. David
Secretary
Ladies
’
All
Wool
Coat
Sweaters,
and tells you how to make them for your own
1.00
nual convention of the State Feder women and one matron. The supper Rockland. Me June 1. 1933
Randolph.
65-lt
WOTTON—At Friendship. May 27. to Mr.
Stevens Crash, 17 inch,
•12%
ation in Calais Monday and Tuesday, is under the capable direction of Mrs.
wardrobes.
and Mrs Floyd Wotton of South Wal
it is of Interest to note that Miss Ber Evelyn Sherman, assuring usual ex
doboro, a daughter.
WOTTON—At Frtendshlp. May 28. to
tha A. Hudson of Winthrop was elect cellency. Tickets at reduced rates are
Mr and Mrs. Willie E. Wotton. a son.
ed presidentn to succeed Mrs. Char on sale and can be obtained from Mrs
sasjtis SENTER CRANE
1 Russell.
1 FOSTER—At Waterbury Hospital. Waterlotte A. Mitchell of Saco. The pub Hope Brewster, Mrs. Clara Emery,
! bury. Conn.. May 28. to Mr and Mrs
Donald, pastor of the First Baptist
licity prize went to the Lisbon Falls and Miss Margaret MeKnight.
JULIA DOW ALLEN
Frank C. Foster of Greeneville, Tenn
. and Friendship, a son.
cluto. The principal speaker was Miss
Ohurch of Rockland officiating.
1 SIMMONS—At Friendship. May 30. to
The W.C.T.U. met at the home of
Emily R. Kneubuhl of New York, ex
Mrs.
Julia
Dow
Allen,
a Interment was in the family lot in
I Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Simmons (Doris
' Murphy), a son.
ecutive secretary of the National Fed Mrs. Louise Ingraham Friday. The'
long - time and highly respected the village cemetery.
I EDGECOMB—At Liberty, to Mr and
Tlie month of June is with us. The month of graduation and
annual report on department work
eration.
Beautiful floral tributes were a
Mrs. Vaiorus Edgecomb. a daughter. citizen of South Thomaston peace
of the beginning of summer—one of the best months of the year.
Arlene Shirley.
was given. Mrs. Mary P. Rich, re
silent testimony of the high esteem
I RICKER At Sabin Hill. Mass . May 25, fully passed from this life May 21.
We have Clothing for both occasions.
*
A big crowd took advantage of th: porting for Christian Citizenship,
in which she was held. The bear
' to Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge Ricker, a
She was the widow of the late ers were Willard P. Sleeper, C. L.
last night of roller skating at the called attention *to the immediate
I daughter. Joyce.
BOYS 'BLUE SERGE SUITS—two pants ....
$7.00, $7.50, $9.90
Spanish Villa rink Tuesday night, need of working on petitions for
..... L................ $3.98
Abel Allen. Her passing marks thr Sleeper, Merrill Bartlett and Sid
WHITE FLANNEL PANTS ........... ..................
MARRIED
A
and “a good time was had by all." referendum on the beer bill, and ex
SMALL-BLASTOW—At Stonington. May close of the immediate family of thc ney Hurd. Relatives from out of
DRESS SHIRTS ... ................. ...........................
... 59c, $1.00, $1.50
25. by Rev Mr Fitzpatrick. Hanson
Manager Allen thanked the patrons plained the method of selecting dele
BLOUSES AND SHIRTS for Boys ....... ..........
....... ....... 59c, 19c
Small of Lower Sunset and Miss Isa- late James and Julia (Thorndike* town who attended the funeral were
for their loyal support, and the ex gates to the constitution convention.
bel Blastow of Stonington.
a nephew. Arthur Ricker, and wife,
WHITE DUCK PANTS ......... ................ .........
... $1.00
.....
-----------------|
Dow.
She
was
born
in
South
cellent order which they have main .Mrs. Clara Emery gave a report on
of
Malden,
Mass.;
Mrs.
Fred
C.
FANCY
SWEATERS
............
.
.....
.
........
.
.......
SI.
00.
$1.50,
$1.98
DIED
Thomaston June 1, 1850, and her Ricker of Reading, Mass.; a cousin,
tained throughout the season. And press work and publicity, which in
SHORTS FOR BOYS—Khaki. Covert, Crash
..... ......... 59c, 79c
CULLEN- -At
At Thomaston,
Thomaston May 30, Cath
on their part the patrons fully ap cluded reports to the local press of
erine A., widow of Michael Cullen, whole life was lived in that village.
Lane Thorndike of Camden; Edward
KHAKI PANTS—best quality
........... $1.00, $1.25
aged 88 yeara.
preciate the fine skating privilege alt meetings held, institute, county
PANT OVERALLS ____ __ ............ ,..... .......
59c, 69c, 79c, $1.00
She was the mother of three chil Price of Rockland; Mrs. Nathan
EUGLEY—Winslow's Mills. May 26, Lin
which Mr. Allen has afforded, and and State conventions, letters to the
coln Eugley. Burial at Waldoboro
OVERALLS .........„............................... ......... ...
.......... $1.00, $1.40
dren, a daughter, the latp Mrs. Witham and Mrs. Elmer Witham
WHITE—At Waldoboro. May 25, Ephra
the courteous assistance which he editor and four columns of other|
WORK PANTS .......................... ...... .......................... 98c, $1.25, $1.98
im R. White, aged 90 years.
Carrie Price; and two sons, Fred. also of Rockland.
has' always been willing to give. He items. Mrs. Emery also reported for1
ATHLETIC SHIRTS OR RUNNING PANTS ....... -..................... 2Jc
CREAMER—At Waldoboro. May 23. Mrs
.
„
...
Rhoda L. Creamer, aged 86 years.
! and the late George Roswell Allen.
may rest assured that the crowd medal contests and L.TL. work. Re-1
The State field day of thc D.A.R
Remember, every article purchased here may bc returned and
BRVANT At Rockport. May 27,
Charles Three years atro Mrs Allen suffered
will be back with him when the rink ports on S.T.I. and Y.P.B. by Miss I
A. Bryant, aged 72 yeass, 10
months. lnree >*ar-s a»°
suueret will be held Saturday, July 8, at the g
money refunded. We are fussy about the goods we sell—We won't
reopens in October.
Alena Young were read; also Medical
8 days.
a broken hip and that accident, with Poland Spring House at South Po-: A
sell junk. You must be satisfied. Don't you like to trade at a store
JOHNSON—At Marcy, N Y..
May 27 th„ .uddpn Jpath of her son Roswell
Temperance and Anti-Narcotics by
Everett 8. Johnson, aged 32
years. 4 ln SUQQen Learn 01 ner son «oswen land. The business meeting will take j
like that?
A merchant who transacts business Miss Ada Young Miss Florence Hast
months, 9 days. Burial ln Rockland. broke her spirit.
place in thc ballroom Reservations
near the corner of Main and Park ings reported for Americanization and
, LEVENSALER—At Rockland. May 30.
Among her many virtues is listed for the luncheon at $15 a plate must A
Edwin S. Levensaler aged 56 years. 3
streets yesterday morning painted a Miss Mabel SeaVey on Almshouse and
months. 6 days. Private funeral Fri- gratitude—always so grateful for be arranged with Mrs Isabel Marble,
sign on his window which read Evangelization. Reports of much
deme*1 p“ea‘se “mftTow^rl lSU
MJ kindness shown her. She lived 6 Josslyn street, Auburn, not later' *
"Strawberries 16 cents a box." A wag work done in distribution of temper
LYONS—At Vinalhaven. May 28. Owen a very retired life, always a loving, than July 5 Reservations may in
erased the figure one, and* then in ance literature and flower mission
P Lyona. aged 83 years. 6 months, 17
devoted mother and grandmother, clude guests. Members of Mary Dil
days. Burial ln Thomaston.
duced somebody to go in and buy a and* relief work were given in by the
HALL—At Rockland. May 30. Charles 8. devoting practically her whole time lingham Chapter will act as hostesses
K
couple of boxes, laying down 12 cants members.
Hall, aged 69 years. 8 days. Funeral
Friday at 2 o'clock from the late to home ties, it is there she will be
when the package was wrapped up.
Made from newly ground cocoaresidence.
sadly missed. Her son Fred, with
Dr. Tehyl Hieh, known as the
There was a period of expostulation
Specials for balance of this reck: nuts, and baked to a delicious
his wife and her loving grandson "Teddy Roosevelt of China.” will be
CARD
OF
THANKS
while a crowd ensconced in a point of 3 weeks old chicks, $1 per dozen; day
crispness.
I wish to express my heartiest thanks Edward gave her the tenderest care the speaker at the commencement
vantage enjoyed the situation hugely old chicks, 7’,4c. each. 90c dozen
Let Us Estimate On Any Job Your Car
to the doctors and nurses for thelr
kindness
and care while I was at Knox in her declining years. Besides her exercises at Kent’s Hill Seminary
The strawberries did not leave the White Pekin Ducks 25: Turkey
Hospital, and alao to my many other son Fred, and two grandsons Ed Juno 12
May Need
The program will open
store, but the price figure disappeared Poults, 45c, at Stover's, Rcckland.
friends.
Lillian J. McDonald.
ward
and
Eugene,
she
leaves
a
June
10,
with
class
day
exercises
and
EVERY JOB GUARANTEED
from the window. King Charles will Complete line seeds and fertilizers.—
granddaughter, Eleanor; and a the last chapel service, at which Rev
probably lay it onto Earl somebody or jdv.
CARD OF THANKS
65-66
I want to thank all of those who were grandson, Gordon, of Rochester, David L. Wilson of Bath will be thc
DOLLIVER & SIMMONS
other.
so kind to me In my recent bereave
585 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
ment. and those who sent so many i N. Y.—children of the late Roswell speaker. The Callopean and Liter
If cutting down your automobile inbeautiful flowers and furnished auto- alien
ati dinners will be at 6.30 p. m.
George Roberts, phone 218-R, is Surance ls of Interest to you, phone
Foot
of
Rankin
Street
mobiles,
and
all
of
the
dear
kind
neigh

CONFECTIONERS
bors and friends, especially Dr. Lawry. Funeral services were held at her Thursday, instead of Friday as previ
going to New York Sunday morning 1060-J; Maurice F. Lovejoy, Masonic
ROCKLAND, ME.
and Mrs. r“'r,sllec°™y's y McKlnne},
home May 24, Rev. J. Charles Mac ously announced.
with five empty seats in hls car.—adv Temple, Rockland.
27-3-tf

Bargain Attic

McCall
Fashion Show

Home Made

CANDIES

AYERS

and

ICE CREAM

g

g
g
8

CHISHOLM’S

COCOANUT
CAKES

WILLIS AYER
REAL VALUES IN AUTO REPAIRING

24*c Dozen

k

CHISHOLMS

}

(
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GIVE OLD JEWELRY
TO HELP OUT NEEDY

State of Liechtenstein

Traveling Around America

New Yorkers Donate Worn
Rings and Gold Teeth.

Made Principality in 1719

Our declining birth-rate may indl-»•
catr that posterity has got some ink- 1
Hug of what’s in store for it.—Arkan
sas Oazette.

The minute European state of
Liechtenstein was constituted a
sovereign principality in 1719 by
Emperor Carl IV of Austria. It DRINK WATER WITH MEALS
contains two districts, Schellenhurg
GOOD FOR STOMACH
and Vaduz, and Its geographical
Water with mea's helps stomach
area of about 05 square mill's would
amount to 100 or more If It could ' juices, aids digestion. If bloated with
’only he flattened out. The country gas add a spoonful of Adlerika. One
lies east across the Rhine from dose cleans out poisons and washes
Switzerland nnd stretches along the BOTH upper and lower bowels. C.
1 H. Moor & Co . Druggists.
upper courses of thnt famous river
for above twelve miles, beginning
some fifteen miles above Lake Con
stance. Vaduz, the capital, and
Schann, the only railroad station,
together with the villages of Balzers, Bendern and Ruggel, etc.,
house the major part of the ten
thousand Inhabitants.
From 1815 to 1800 lt was a pnrt
of the Gerinnn Confederation, but
at the close of the Austro-I’russlan
wnr lt again became Independent.
Up to the end of the World war Its
postal affalra were Intrusted to Aus
tria, and at flrst ordinary Austrian
stamps were used.

New York.—Mrs. J. B. Walker, !
prominent parishioner of Trinity '
church, never envisioned herself as
a junk dealer of consequence, but
that is what she has turned out to !
he, much to the net gain of the city's j
Idle thousands. This was demon- ,
Jack Maypole, 16 yr. old amateur,
strated recently when dignified old
won aix outboard racing trophies May
gentlemen surreptitiously dropped
14, when he drove '‘Miss Waukegan
gold false teeth, along with old um
A" across the finish line of Albany
brella and cane handles, watch
New York City Marathon. Above.
fobs, lodgepins, stickpins, and cuff j
Maypole on left, also “Miss Wauke
buttons into the collection plate at
-driven by Art Jacobs and Andy GentTrinity, adding to a constantly
changing heap of odds and ends,'
which Mrs. Walker began collecting
I last fall as her personal contribu
Jess.ca
Dragonette,
tion to the Jobless.
who is featured every
At first Mrs. Walker, wife of Dr.
Friday evening on the
J. B. Walker, collected such arti
Cities Service Radio
cles from her friends. So rich proved
Hour, was recently
the treasure from old bureau draw- i
selected as the most
popular singer of
ers, however, that before long she j
classical and semihad made five trips downtown to
Photo Grace Line
classical songs by the
Leap Year Intervals
the government assay ofllce, had
radio editors of the
A ROMANTIC SETTING IN SALVADOR
Our present (Gregorian) calendar
added
some
two
pounds
of
gold
to
country's
leading
provides for 97 leap years In every
the national resources and had
newspapers.
ROM the blare of Jazz bands to Spanish ancestors, and their homes,
with the spacious cool patios, evoke
400 years, not a leap year every
turned to the unemployed fund of
the tinkle of soft gultan is a
dreams of romance. The patios are
fourth year. The last year of a cen
Ihe Episcopal churches, under the
long jump, and Northern eare at the centers of Salvadorean home life,
tury, such ns 1800, 1900, 2000 nnd
leadership of Bishop Gilbert, assist
tuned to last fox trots are slow to
and present gay settings especially
2100, Is not a leap year evn though
ant to Bishop Manning,'some $500.
catch the languid rhythm ot the real
on days of the fiestas, when they
lt ls divisible b.v four without re
tango But the spell ot the tropics
are tiung with brilliant festoons and
Gold and Silver.
Two prominent
mainder, unless tt Is also divisible
lulls one Into languorous forgetful lights.
Colombians.
Be
Soon, all of Mrs. Walker's friends
El Salvador has been called “a
ness. and voyagers on the weekly
by 400 without remainder. Thus
Fab 0
low. Or.
In the Church Women's league be
land of superlatives.” It is the small
cruises between New York and Cali
Lozanay Torrijas.
1900 was not a leap year, while 2000
gan
rifling
lhe
bureau
drawers
of
est
of
the
Central
American
repub

fornia by way of Central America
Colombian Minis
will be a leap year. The length of
lics.
and
Is
the
most
densely
popu

thelr
friends.
Now
the
women
have
find
the
transition
an
easy
and
pleas

ter at Washing
the solar year, or the time taken
lated
Certainly
It
is
one
of
the
most
ant
one
to
make
established headquarters at the Al
ton.
peaceful and progressive. It has an
for the earth to make a complete
.The natural beauty and the archi
lerton house and there, between
average of 120 inhabitants to the
tecture of El Salvador and Guate
revolution around the sun, has tieen
ten and four o'clock ever)' day, a
square mile as, for example, com
mala form a suitable and charming
fund to be 365.24224 days. If there
fairly steady procession of people
background for th); tinkling guitars
pared with Guatemala's 42.' Though
were 100 leap years In every 400
the smalleet, Salvador ranks second
come, bringing everything from old
and the graceful dances The people
PROSPERITY AHEAD!
years, that Is, a leap year every
of El Salvador particularly perpetu in Importance among the tropical re
wedding
rings
and
gold
teeth
to
sil

GRANDMA
Di. -fourth year, the average length of
Steel mill in Cleveland in
ate the musii and songs of their publics which surround her.
ver napkin rings and picture
MAT:—First Lady at
creased 54% in production,
the year would be 365.25 days, an
frames.
In
the
meantime
the
Little
farewell
dinner to
adding another chapter to the
error of .00776 day. Under our pres
M rs. R uth
Bryan
Church Around the Corner and
“New Deal",
ent system of 97 leap ypars every
Owen, first woman
Grace
church
have
also
collected
Above.
President
400 years, tlie average length of the
minister to Denmark.
Sunday
offerings
of
gold
and
silver
Enrique
0Iaya
Below: Mrs. Owe .’t
year becomes 365.2425, nn error of
for the “Junk shop.” nnd SL
Herrera, formerly
grandchildren,
Ka
only .00026 day. This error will take
Colombian
Min s
Thomas'
and
St.
Bartholomew's
will
_______ win, 2;
shout 3,846 years to amount to one
ter at Washington
Inaugurate a similar gift day very
R u t h , 5.
lo
1
1___________1 4
—both are popular
day.
1
2
soon —and these churches, Mrs.
5
and Hel.n
in United States.
Walker believes, offer great possibil
f.leekor, 5.
5
7
9
IO
ities. If each St. Thomas bride,
ll
II
Coinage of Gold
says Mrs. Walker, brought In all of
According
to the superintendent
1
15
Ihe gold and silver wedding pres
14
of the Philadelphia mint, there Is no
ents which she had never used and
j
coinage charge Imposed by this gov.
w 16
'5
lb 17
lever wanted, the unemployed would
19
ernment for coinage of gold. Gold
W
>e considerably enriched.
ll
coins of standard weight contain
20
ll 1 IS
"Men are walking gold mines,"
gold equal to thelr face value. There
S ft
Mrs. Walker said. "There Isn’t a
ts no seigniorage on gold coinage
2.4
r
i-7
man in this town, scarcely, who '
For Instance, an eagle of standard
_______
hasn't a gold gift pencil or an old
weight weighs 258 grains and con
29
To26
31
stickpin, or one of a set nf gold cuff
tains 232.2 grains of pure gold. The
links somewhere. Why, one day
difference between the weight of
33
“Uncle” Few Hours Older Than “Niece."—Mrs.
How wobld you like the job ot washing and pol
at a .Philharmonic concert, I ap
coin and weight of fine gold content
W
Henry G. Whitmore, right, ot Newburyport, Mass.,
ishing 30.000 crysia. P isms and pendants.' That's
proached the woman sitting next to
Is the copper alloy.
gave birth to a son recently and a few qours iater
3b
what this workman is doing, so that the famous
W
37
35
me on this subject—I had met her,
she became a grandmother when ner daughter, left,
erysta1 chandeliers at The Biackstone, Chicago's
jf course—and a gentleman next to
Wt
"Queen of Hotels” will sparkle ano glisten like
gave birth to a daughter in the same nospitai. This
40
MT" 43
41
her overheard me. He fished through
makes one woman a mother and grandmother with
Pasta Jewels
diamonds. From its green tiled roof to the tap
his
pockets,
produced
a
gold
good
in a few hours. Her son is an uncle and iust a tew
room on the street level. The Biackstone nas been
Although Imitation Jewels have
4&
44
45
4b
I
tuck
piece
tie
had
been
carrying
for
47
^?A DAy 1
hours older than his niece. The other woman gave
renovateo and reappointed in every detail for the
heen made for many centuries, the
20 years and added that he had any
benefit ot World's Fair guests.
birth to her daughter and also acquired a brother.
manufacture of paste Jewels has
41)
i 5<>
51
52
a umber of Items at home he'd send
53
been stimulated enormously ln mod
me.
*
ern times. A special kind of glass,
5b 57
55
54
Every One Saves Gold.
known as “strass" is used, which Is
ITALY’S “DRUNKEN
“You see, nobody throws gold
made
hy fusing white sand, red lead,
5b
bt>
bl
59
HOUSE” IS DOOMED i away, even when It Is only one earborax and several other elements.
■ ring left of a aet, or one cuff link,
When colored gems are desired
THINK OF ITI Only $2.50
bt
1
1 b3
or even an old gold tooth. Yet, they
pieces are crushed Into a flue pow
a day single .... and $4.00
Built With Wine for Water , never do anything with them. They
der and colored substances added,
' haven't enough to melt down them
double for fhis smart centrally
by Tipsy Workmen.
and the mixture Is then fused and
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
selves—you have fo have $100
1-Epoch
annealed.
46- Place where milk
11- Gain
located hotel.
worth, or five ounces, before* the
4-Constellaticn
it kept
12- Movea by eteam
Foggia, Italy.—The strange story
government will melt lt for vAu—
7-Contrive
47- Spur
15-A
tailor
(Colloq.)
of Foggia’s “Drunken House” that
10-Wearg a happy
and, although people hare no uae
49-River in Poland
17-The Orient.
Desert Animals
1OOO ROOMS)
was actually built with wine as the
expression
51-Large cask
for these things, an Ingrained ln19-Mineral spring
Animals found in desert areas nre
result of a curious feud between
13Greek
god
of
war
53Highest
note
in
21Decided
j atinct of thrift causes them never
but what rooms they are!
almost always closely related to
two rich Italian landowners in 1S5O
14- A fuel
Guido's scale
22- Concise
to throw away any gold article."
forms of fauna found In green, fer
came to light here with plans to de
15Prefix.
Thrice
54To
make
a
note
25Alarm
The collection of silver ia not
Cheerful, colorful, cozy, each with
tile lands outside these areas. This
stroy the freak structure.
16- Wiid (Scot.)
56-Glass in a window 26- Plants
melted because of the low market
18-Residenee (abbr.)
58-Adoring
Is thought by some authorities to
private bath, shower, radio, circu
It was built in one night by the
29-Organ
of
hearing
value of silver at the present time.
20- Are not (Contr.)
60-Muaical dramas
Indicate thst the desert dwellers are
31-Prefix. Upward
late Tommasco Antonio Bucci, fa
lating ice water and many other
But Mrs. Walker has found a mar
21- Floats
62-Consumed
34- Attack
outcasts of species living In more
mous vine grower, with the aid of
ket among various antique dealera,
23- Break suddenly
features you'll be happy about.
53-Lyric
poem
35A
continent
favorable environments and that
a friend's eleven sons—for the sole
who often give her very good
24- Royal Navy (abbr.)
37- Large bird of prey
they have adapted themselvea to
purpose of aniioyigg Bucci's Iras
25- The son of Zeus
, prices for old silver articles, espeI
<PL)
desert life as a matter of necessity
cible neighlHir, Don Francesco Sa- ’ cially now that Victorianism ls be27- Mother (short)
VERTICAL
38- Pronoun
rather than from choice.
verio Figliola, wealthy cuttle raiser ' Ing revived. All of the gold Is melt28- Massive
10-Navigation (abbr.)
and rural representative of the then ! ed and the alloy removed, except ln
30-Fleshy part of an
41-Consbining form.
king of Naples.
animal (pi.)
1- Evening (Poet.)
Right
very rare Instances, when an un
2- Ascend
Solemn Occasions
32- Preflx. Against
It appears that Lie fame of Buc
43-Chinete plant
usual article brings more than Its
33- Forbode
45-1 n
3- Becauie
ci's wine spread far and wide and : gold value from a dealer.
Certain annual Roman feast days
34- A month
4- Part of “To be"
44- Girl'a name
many people flocked to the vinewere referred to as “Solemnls" (oc
"Many people make a point of
51st STREET
36-Love
5- Mature
50-Discharge
grower's place to get the product ] having thelr contributions melted,"
curring annually. Bemuse these
35- Exists
6- A beverage
52-Mimlcked
AT
7th
AVENUE,
NEW YORK
at Its source—much to the annoy,
feasts became occasions for serious
39-Critics
I 7-Venturing
she said. “Often It has names and
55-Cirl'e name"
ance of Don Francesco.
reflection
the
word
''solemnls''
camp
«2-Nedr
ROY
MOULTON
'
8-lreland
(Poet.)
57-Metric
land
measure
dates or Initials, and while the own
Exasperated hy Don Francesco's
to mean something which was grave
Executive Ytcs-Prss. and Managing Dir.
44-A range of
9- Miitake
59-Point of compete
ers do not mind giving It up Imper
complaints, Bucci Anally decided to
i mountains In
10- A cubic unit of
and serious rather than something
(ebbr.)
sonally to the government, they do
play a trick on him. Don Frances not like to think of It as passing Into
W. China
|
metric measure
which occurred annually.
,61-Italian river
co's house commanded an imposing
other hands.”
view of the city In which the landOne of the richest sources of In- I
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
Aowner took a tremendous pride.
come has been from gold wedding '
Bucci determined tn build a house
SOUTH HOPE
IN NEW YORK CITY
rings. The modern woman has. In
on hls own property thnt would
many cases, replaced her heavy gold
Reasonable
Rates • Prepossessing Locations
Just hide that view.
Mr and Mrs. Fred Harrington |
wedding ring with a new platinum
After he bought his building ma and diamond. Divorces and deaths .
of Portland were callers Sunday at
,
SINGLE
DOUIK
terials, he found hls neighbor, offi also have added to the number of I
M. H. Bowleys.
DireeiUnofE.J. Carrel
cial representative of the king of
wedding rings laid away In the old j
HOTIl YORK - 7th Av«. end 36th St. — 1 minute Penn. Stetien
School was in session last Saturday,,
Naples, had ordered that no labor Jewel cases for no particular pur
MOTH ORAND-Broadway end 31 it St.— 2 minutes Penn. Stetien
ers take employment from him.
giving
the
children
Monday
and
pose.
HOTIL (NDICOTT-Columbus Ave. end 81 tt St—Opposite Perk
Bucci, more determined now thnn
Tuesday as holidays.
HOTIL MARTHA WASHINGTON fer Women - 29 Eest 29th St.
Capt. David Flynn, head of the traffic detail ot Chicago Police Depart*
liefore, culled Into consultation hls
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Thomas Sanders of
ment, Isn’t sure whether Lllyan Grafft (left) and Fern Van Arsdale,
friend, Giovanni Itnho, who volun
Texat University Now
BOSTON
IN CHICAGO
Portland
were callers at Gertrude Hotel Manger, IN
who work at 333 N. Michigan Ave, can park their bicycles In front
No. Station. 12.50 up.
Hotel Plaza. No. Ave. & No. Clark St. gl.50 up
teered the services of his eleven
Has
“
Sleeping
Course
”
of the building or not.
Payson's Thursday of last week.
sons.
Austin, Texas.—For students who ;
But as soon as Don Francesco
Mr and Mrs Sidney Vtnal and son
QHICAGO —Bicycle riding has re “Riding on handle bars prohibited.
are “tired and rundown" at the {
learned of this, all the wells of the
Raymond
of Arlington. Mass., and
University of Texas there is the,
turned to such popular tavor It shall be unlawful for the opera
city were ordered closed and a guard
George
Teague
of Warren were recourse
labeled
“
Sleeping
P.
T."
that lt ls now presenting a tralllc tor of any bicycle or motorcycle,
stationed at each one.
when upon the street, to carry any
c?nt callers at Evelyn Vining's.
they can take—the "P. T." stand
problem to the police.
But an Ingenious Idea enme to
EAST SENNEBEC
ing for “physical training.”
Traffic Expert Captain David other person upon the handle bar,
Bucci. If piaster could lie mixed
Robert Payson and friend of Port
Raymerd Paul planted five acres
Flynn of Chicago was one of the frame or tank of any such vehicle,
The classroom Is fitted with cots
with water, why couldn't It be mixed
land
were wcekend guests of his
first to encounter the new problem. or for any person to so ride upon
on which pupils He for 30 minutes
of factory com and an acre ol beans
with wine?
mother. Mrs Oertrude Payson.
He said he was kept busy enough any such vehicle.”
each
class
period.
last week.
That night there wns a rumbling
Mary Cram of South Thomaston I
"The course is simply a period ‘ j
trying to handle autos and trucks,
“But we want to park," replied
of rolling barrels In the Bucci cel
Ruth Arrington, Cecil Arrington
but It looked as though he would Riders Grafft and Van Arsdale.
of rest and recuperation for stu
who has been employed at C. L. Dun
lar as his friend's eleven sons got
have to begin thinking in terms of "We are not Interested ln riding
dents unable to take strenuous ex Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Paul and bar’s, returned to hcr homc Saturday.
busy. Barrel after barrel of the
BEACON SltUsb'I
BOSTON, MASS.
the bicycle, too
ercise," S. N. Ekdnlil, the Instruc Hajold Brown attended thc speaking
on handle bars.”
strong red wine fnr which Bucci wns
Mrs Eleanor Payton of Hope is visit
' Whereupon, he hauled out a copy
contest at Liberty Friday night.
tor, said.
noted
gurgled
Into
mortar.
“That's right," admitted the cap
ing hcr daughter Mrs. Gertrude
of the Uniform Traffic Code lor
Adelphus Ripley called on his1
The result was a beautiful verthe City ot Chicago and finally tain. “1 suppose I’ll have to draw
Wellman.
Sow Bean 20 Baby Pigi
million-colored
plaster
with
which
granddaughter,
Helen
Esancy
Paul
.
found a reference to bicycles on up a sof of speclal rules if all this
Mr and Mrs James Dornan and
the eleven youths working through
Ashland, Ore.—Ray Spencer, lo- i I last week Wednesday.
Fage 4 k. Sectn c. tb. which read: bicycling keeps up.*
son John of East Union were visitors
the night with frenzied energy put
;al Btockman, proudly exhibits a lit- j
Friends are glad to see Alton |
up the walls of a two-story struc ter of 20 piglets which belong to one I
Griffin in town again after an ab at D. C. Hemenway's Sunday.
ture that Just concealed Don Fran sow. All save one of the litter
Marlon Taylor and Margaret Tay
cesco's view.
thrived and were able to find a din sence of a number of years. He is lor and friend of Waltham, Mass, were
living
on
the
old
home
place
and
go

During the night the vapor of the
ner spot
,
guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Taylor'
YES—WE ARE SELLING THEM
ing strong on chickens. He also i
boiling wine gave the eleven
over the weekend.
Just a few minutes walk to the theatre, financial,
youths the equivalent of an allplans
quite
an
acreage
of
hoed
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
and shopping centers.
night alcoholic jag and though they
crops.
STEAMBOAT CO.
DON’T SUFFER FROM
had refrained from touching a drop
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
WINTER ARRANOEMENT
CONSTIPATION
of the liquor they staggered drunkSteamer leaves "Swan s Islana at 5.3#
Why Buffer tortures from Rheuma
Use “Nu-vi-ta” Herb & Iron Tonic
FRESH AND SALTED
A. M.. Stonington 6.25. North Haven 7.25.
enly as the night wore,on.
tism. Sciatica, Neuritis. Muscular
to regulate thr bowels and correct
8 15. due to arrive at Rock
Lameness, Sprains and Bruises when
With the dawn there was a cu Vinalhaven
land about 9.30.
Rooms without bath, TOO up; with bath, "'TOO Up
constipation like hundreds of others
METHYL BALM
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1 M ?. M„
rious sight: a strange Irregular
wiU bring almost Instant relief?
are doing. Large bottle $1.25 at your
Vinalhaven 2.45. North Haven 3 30. Ston
JOHNSTON'S
DRUG
STORE
Complete Restaurant and Cafeteria Service
structure with lopsided walls some ington at 4.40: due to arrive at 8wan'a
Druggist’s, or mailed C.O.D. by Freed
PEDLER TRADE SOLICITED
73 PARK ST.,
ROCKLAND
thing like the lines in a futuristic (aland about 6.00 P. M
man Medicine Co., Stonington, Maine.
Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
TELEPHONE 1191
ROCKLAND, ME.
B B STINSON
50 cents
18-Th-tf
drawing.
50Th89 ,
W9-V 1
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COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
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Bicycles Have*Cops Guessing

May We Suggest—

HOTEL BELLEVUE

LOBSTERS...

RODNEY E. FEYLER

New Lower Rates

Every-Other-Day
marched to the Iron bridge where
prayer was offered by Rev. G. F. Cur
Mr. and Mrs. Everett E. F. Libby rier, and scripture read by Mrs
and daughter Katherine of Manches-! Cacilda Cain, Commander of thc :
ter, N. H,, spent Memorial Day with J Day. After the singing of “Nearer
Mrs. Libby's mother, Mrs. Charles F i My ood to Thee,'' flowers were
Ingraham.
; trewn on the waters by the school
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Sylvester of children in honor of the sailor dead
Quincy, Mass., are spending a few The line then re-formed and
days with her mother, Mrs. Josephine marched to the Town haU for the re
Bohndell.
mainder of the exercises. Several
Friends in town of Miss Agnes ; elections were rendered by the band
Studley will be interested to leam after which the commander read th? i
lhat she has completed her course of orders of the day and alsc a poem aptraining a.t the Children's Hospital! prepria*-: to the cccaion. The presi-'
in Boston and on May 24 was gradu- j dent of the w’.R.C., Mrs. Emma :
ated with very high honor. During i Terrey, recited Lincoln's Gettysburg
’ho entire course she was popular Address, and all joined in giving the
with the members of the staff and 1 flag salute.
student body, and best wishes follow Officer of the Day Mr. Donnell
her as she enters upon her new work i then scattered flowers for the unJ. Carleton Davis wau home from known dead; “America tlie BeautiBc--ton over the holiday.
ful," was sung by the school children
Miss Mary Veazie who has been ill; several of whom also gave recitations
the past week was able to return to these being Mary Reid, Dwight
school Wednesday
” Noyes. Erlene Davis, Mildred Butler
The annual exhibition of the Ho-1 Russell Simmons. Buddy Wellman
boken School will take place Friday Joyce Sinunons Alice Miller, Viola
at 1 p. m. at the school rooms, and all Ames, Mary Daucett, Robert Richparents and friends of the pupils are arcls, Mat"y Grey, Betty Lou Wellman
invited. An excellent program has Gladys Noyes and Barbara Richardbeen arranged and canay will be on son, aho spoke “The Red, the White
rale.
I the Blue" At the close she placed
Mis- Ada Corthell, housekeeper at I the flag at Uie cross In honor of the
Oathgannon Lodge, has arrived American Legion, Mary Reid placed
frem East Haddonfield, N. J., and is a flag for the Unknown Dead of All
staying with her mother, Mrs3 Jean- , Wars, and Buddy Wellman for the
ette Corthell, Beech street while OAR; an exercise was given by
superintending the opening of the Be mice Jones, Mildred Ames and
Lodge at Owl's Head for the summer Helen Marston. The children then
reason
marched around the cress singing
Bernard Jones has moved his and scattering flowers, making a
family from Boston and is now occu- vfry attractive picture.
pying his house on Beech street. Hs Mis. Torrey rcad a memorial poem
has. recently epened a barber shop in Patriotic Instructor Inez Grant re
Rockland.
cited "Our Flag," and Rev. George
Mr. and Mrs.,Dennis I, Wilson of F. Currier of the Baptist Church gave
Orrs Island were in town Memorial en inspiring address. Mrs. Torrey ,
Day ar.d calling on friends.
txpicsred her appreciation to all whe
Mrs. William A. Luce and children had assisted In any way in carrying
cf Boston arrived Saturday to spend cut the Memorial program. The
thc summer at their home on Sum- exercises closed with singing of
mer street. Mr. Luce will Join them America and benediction.

•ROCKPORT

later.

I

----------------------

Mr. and Mrs. William Robart
UNION
daughter Mary, and Mr. and Mis
Harold Gallagher of Newton. Mass, i 11]:rc wl„
conference for all
who were guests over Memorial Day
w(;1 childrc„ Fndav a. ;)le
of Mrs. Minnie Crozier, returned M E
ry frcm 2 ,c «
u th€
heme Wednesday.
I
opportunity for those who desire
Mis. Isaac Upham and son Earl the cma,lpex xaCiination
cf Hope spent Memorial Day at the
Mf
Mr r q Kennard and
heme cf Mr and Mrs. Lou E. Upham | thrpc foas of Portland spent ths
Rev. and Mrs J. N. Palmer, daugh weekend with Dr and Mrs. H. H
ter Al ee and Miss Jessie Ames of piumnicr
Bowdoinham were calling on friends
in town Tuesday.
Miss Della Larson was a dinner
OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE
guest Memorial Day of Mis.", Marion'
Weidman.
Charles W Childs who was guest,
of Francis W. Gilbert for several
days has returned to Utica, N Y.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Wooster
and daughter Nancy of Bangor
Hollis Wooster and Miss Caroline j
Streeter of Durham, N H„ visited
Capt. and Mrs Charles H. Wooster
ever Memorial Day.
Mrs. Clara Lane who is a patient
at Kncx Hospital is making very
satisfactory progress toward recov- ■
cry..

• • • •

Memorial Day Observance
Owing to the uncertainty of the I
weather the Memorial Day exerciser
which usually take place at Ames- j
fcury Hill cemetery were held at
Town hall before an audience which i
taxed thescating capacity of the au
ditorium. The stage had been at-!
tractively decorated by Capt. ano
Mrs. Ernest Torrey with flags, bas- (
kets of tulips, pillars of roses, and a
cross dedicated to the unknown dead j
conspicuously placed at one side ’
The line of march, numbering 129
was formed at G.A.R hall at 1.30. and ;
headed by Daniel Andrews as mar- [
ehal and the Camden-Rockport High j
School Band with Herbert Donnell
of the American legion bearing the I
W.R.C. parade flag, the members ot
Fred A. Norwood W RC„ school
children and automobiles following 1

. JL’ST A ITAXDEL’L

Peggy is giving just a handful
of corn to some grateful fowl.
See how she scatters it far ami
wide. If you want to see who is
receiving it take a pencil and join
all the numbered dots together,
starting with dot number one and
ending with dot number thirty
six.

PENNSYLVANIA

Lawn Mowers

Prices range from SI5.IHI to $21.80

SHEARS

Other makes al $4-541 to $16.5(1

DOO-KL1PS SHEARS

TRELLIS

Great trimmers—no more backache—leg cramp
—finger soreness. Cuts away any kind of grass.
Works easily. No adjustments.

FENCING

Long handle, $2,541. Regular, $1.50

CUTTERS

Other grass shears, C5e to $1.00

“NOX-ALL” HOLDSMORE GRASS CATCHER
True to name—HOLDSMORE. Catches the grass as you mow.
Saves time and labor. Does a neater job. E'its any make of lawn
mower. Strong and light. Reasonably priced, $1.25 and $1.35 each.
WRITE FOR OUR FREE 172 PAGE CATALOG

‘rARM

DAIRY

and

lndall

are always on
the job ...

___ w

It’s the tobacco that counts-

S

SHREDDED WHEAT
Five Cups of Fine Tea
for One Cent

. . .

SAUDI TEA

USE the
WANT ADS
they are a

Sure Guide to

POULTRY SUPPLIES » ]SEEDS

& Whitney

gCDERAL and TEMPLE. STS.,

PORTLAND

MAI IND

OU’LL

find that our

(( Everybody’s Column” is

I

filled with

opportunities

for someone ... and many

practice economy you can

LOST 40 POUNDS
ON DOCTOR'S ADVICE

not afford to neglect the

want ad section. And not

only is it

TRIMMERS

RAKES

Some folks

you are really trying to

The lawn mower of life'ime service. Runs
easiest, ruts cleanet, require1 less rare and at
tention and is SELF-SHARPENING.

ROLLERS

churches with Mrs. Ruth Pratt as
soloist added much to the program
i T. E. Stenger of Philadelpnia is in Mrs. Emma T. Potter, president of
the local union presided and Rev. A
town this week.
G. Davis and Rev. William Muir as
Mrs. Katherine Sproul Foley of
THIS IS A
sisted in the service. Mrs. Lora La! Boston ls the guest of her aunt,
GREAT SMOKE!
Mance was the speaker of the eve
Mrs. Emma T. Potter.
ning and gave an address of unusual
John Dvorak is at heme from distinction. She stressed the great
Boston this week.
need of women going to the polls
THEftE ARE NO
MSss Audrey Wyman, who is a1 and gave facts and figures concern
teacher in Everett, Mass., passed!
TRICKS IN CAMELS
ing the repeal of the 18th Amend
the weekend and holiday with her I ment. An informal reception was
—JUST MORE
mother, Mrs. Addie Wyman,
held for Mrs. La Mancc after the
EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Levensaler and j service.
•
.x.r. •
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Titus and j
In the death Tuesday cf Rhoda I.
family of South Eliot are at their 1 Creamer, 86. Waldoboro has lost one
summer camp at Back Cove.
j of the few remaining ladies cf the
John H. Lovell was in Boston the old school, gracious, sweet, dignified
past week.
I in bearing and beloved by all who
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll T. Cooney of | knew her. She was the widow of
Brooklyn, are at their summer homc Charles D. Creamer and is survived
here?
by two sons, Warren Weston
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Shorey, Mrs Creamer of Waldoboro and Arthur j
I. P. Bailey, Miss Nellie Overlook iM. Creamer of York. Funeral serv- j
and
Miss Elsie Maunder were in ices were held at her late homc
SPRUCE HEAD
Thursday afternoon with the Rev.
Portland last week.
Expedition Finds
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Dodge of Miss Bessie Reed of North An- Herbert E. P. Pressey of Augusta
HREDDED WHEAT is the happy answer to
Bust of a Pharaoh
Nowton Highlands, Mass., have ' son has been at her home for a few as officiating clergyman. Interment
what-lo-eai-to-keep-fil. It brings you minerals,
Cairo.—Discovery of a bust of
vitamins, proteins, carbohydrates—thc things you
opened their summer home here.
was ln the German cemetery.
the Egyptian King Amenophis,
days.
need for quick energy, vitality, ENDURANCE.
Mrs Phil Ware of Waterville has
who ruled in the Fourteenth cen
Ready-cooked—ready to serve. It's good with
George Ashworth of St. JohnsMrs. Emma T. Potter, Mrs.
tury, B. C„ and whose Introduc
been at her cottage for a week.
milk, good with cream, good with fresh or pre
bury, Vt., Dr. Ti C, Ashworth and Florence Shuman, Miss Julia Kaler,
tion of sun worship was branded
served
fruit.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Dodge and son
John H. Miller have been cn a fish Mlrs Della Burnheimer, Mrs. Ida
And even better when you find out for yourself
as heresy by his successor, Tutwere weekend guests of Mr. Dodge's
Aou' good it is! Once a day, for at least TEN days,
ing trip to Rangeley Lakes and re Mallett and Rev, Mabelle Whitney
Ankh-Amen, was announced re
parents.
Path
try this VITALLY DIFFERENT food—the favorite When jtoa tee
cently by excavators of the Egypturned with a fine catch of salmon represented the local Woman's
on the pacha ge, you KNOW
of millions for forty years.
Mrs. Annie Burton and guests of
yon have Shredded Wheat.
lion Exploration society working
and trout.
Christian Temperance Union at the
Massachusetts were recent callers at
near Tel El-Antarna.
44th annual convention of the Lin
Mrs.
Harry
Magee
delightfully
en

Mrs. Maker's.
Thc expedition also discovered
coln Ccunty Union held in Jeffer
tertained
the
Woman's
Club
at
hei
a life-size bust of Queen NeferMrs. Callie Slick has arrived and
son Saturday. Mrs. Potter is presi
home
at
Martin's
Point
Friday.
Thc
titi and a group showing the “Ape
opened the cottage of Mrs. Estelle
of Thoth” as the recorder who
time was passed in sewing and in dent of the local union and vice
Perry, who will come later.
A product of NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY “Unoodo Bakers”
weighed souls in tbe under
Buffet president and corresponding secre
Mr. and Mrs Sawyer and family of walks around the shore.
world.
tary
of
the
county
organization.
A
Camden spent Sunday at thelr log luncheon was served at neon. The
The explorations were made
members attending were Mrs W. H fine program was given with a prize j
cabin.
difficult because Tut-Ankh-Amen
Crowell,
Mrs. T. C. Ashworth, Mrs. essay contest in the evening and an ,
Mrs.
Inez
Dyer
of
Ash
Point
was
a
ordered the works of the "here
Margaret
Bond, Mrs. J. H. Lovell inspiring address by Mrs. Lora S.
tic” Amenophis obliterated nnd
caller at Mr.; Ava Ware's last Friday.
caused large areas In the Amarna
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Stackpole of Mrs. M. I. Lee, Mrs. A. P Jackson. La Mance, national organizer.
district to be covered with ce
Ephraim R White, 90, died at hls
SALADA BROWN LABEL
Thomaston have opened their cot Mrs. C B. Stahl Mrs. L. T. Weston,
ment.
Mrs. Porter Soule Mrs. W. H. Hahn. homc here Thursday without being !
tage.
--the lowest priced fine tea you can
Another archeological expedi
Mrs. T. L. Maker has opened her Mrs. Charles Stenger. Mrs. J. H ill, passing away quietly in his sleep.
buy--will
give you five cups of
tion at Abusimbel discovered the
betel, Rockledge Inn, for the sum- Miller Mrs. Fred Shuman. Mrs. W. Mr. White was in his day an expert |
tomb of nn Ethiopian tribal chief
delicious
tea
for just one cent . . .
■ O. Labe, Mrs.. J. T. Gay and Mrs. tool maker, hls cuslomers coming
mer.
of the late Roman period and the
And
your
grocer
also carries Salada
remains of two Nubian slaves,
from other states, as well as from
William Colby has a baby sea' Magee.
who had been sacrificed to sene
Red Label, America's finest tea.
which seems to be very tame.
A well attended union service wac Maine. He is survived by one
as guards inside the tomb.
Mr. and Mr,',. Leland Drinkwater held in the Congregational Church daughter Della M White, hls wife |
and son Wayne and Mr. and Mrs Sunday evening under thc auspice- having died many years ago. Fu
Gardner French and son Donald of of the Women's Christian Temper neral services were held Sunda /
Moaning of Soviet Given
by Webster’s Dictionary Rockland were guests at Rockledge ance Union. White lilacs and white afternoon. Rev. George Collins, the '
j Inn Sunday.
Interment I
ribbons were used for decorating the officiating clergyman.
The following Information Is given
altar.
A
choir
of
singers
from
both
was
in
the
German
cemetery.
In Webster’s New International Dic
515-A
CLARK ISLAND
tionary: “Soviet: A council, spe
cifically, either one of two govern
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Flood and
ing bodies (village Soviets, town
Soviets) ln the Union of Socialist daughter Christine of White Head.
Soviet Republics, established as a Misses Myrtle and Bernice Flood of
result of the Russian revolution of Rockland and Joseph Pease and Dick
1917 and by the constitution of tbe Lowell of Thomaston were guests
republic of July, 191S, and later by Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
the constitution of the union, July,
fir. CO.
_
1923. These Soviets are the pri Wall.
zc.tatt.>»
El St-fttva. S.ufllH
Mr.
’
and
Mrs
Llewellyn
Elwell
ol
mary organs of n government based
on the principle of communism, Spruce Head were guests of Mr. Et"i, ••■ <■
'2V
•nci t
t,«*verst
seeking to turn over Hie powe»B well's sister Mrs. James Caven, Fri
' v, v t_____________
to the working classes. They day of last week.
• u';c •'tT^'.aLOW, iike new- 3
nre the supreme !<»<#»! authorities;
roou
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Hopkins of
r
■
s turn- . a
consist of representtitives, chosen
South Thomaston and Mr. and Mrs
annually, of workmen (elected by
kfiftlon.
South :
...........
shops, organizations, etc.), soldiers Murray Hopkins and two children of
vC
ir Ukligalo*. Bargain
Quincy,
Mass
,
were
guests
Sunday
of
and peasants; and send deputies to
co.
the higher Soviet congresses; vol Mr. and Mrs. James Harrison.
/ fit 1
osts (rural districts), uyezds (coun
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wall and
ty), gubernlyas (provincial), oblasts daughters Myrtle and Bernice Flood.
Central
ct><»
(regions), and the congresses of Joseph Pease and Dicx Lowell went to j
i * IAS
the constituent republics. All these
RAYMriSO <
** 1
Portland to spend Memorial Day with
iai« M
1 fROd
• Soviet congresses meet annually.
J
The highest governmental body of Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Burton.
ty.
w.».
‘Ro’A'S^tiVaK Six >■
all Is the Union Soviet congress,
-ir cw.s
EAST UNION
composed of representatives of town
WW S- 'O"/l «•>
.l-.tc1'
Soviets and of representatives of the
T;~. -.von -rw.
Mrs Helen Gordons was recently
rtrtieS »'<"! Ov
provincial Soviet congresses. This guest of Mrs. Mabel Peabody In War
.gxrftge Kn»i
, t.O - TACU n >
|
AOMt _____ - - —-T-rcongress elects the union central ex
iW
ren.
ecutive eommittee.
co
______
Mrs. John Anderson and son Har-■
(Sly {KffcShetf
o'.d, after an enjoyable visit with rela-1
r^V« iV "i
tives in this place, have returned to
Breaking an Apple Easy
i^l
their
home
ln
Criehaven.
ii',
if You Know the Secret
: WA
„
eg
___
_
The
Farm
Bureau
held
an
all-day
3
Have you ever seen anyone grasp
Cw j
nn apple in his or her hands and session Thursday, subject, "Dressing
break lt cleanly tn half without tl.e Children."
Li
.apparent effort? If you have, notes
Miss Evelyn Wincapaw with friends
u.c.v.«»North
a writer in the Washington Star, of Auburn were weekend guests ol
_____ ____________________
you'll remember how strong you hcr uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. U.
thought tlie breaker wns. and how
K-1
234'
you wished you could do it. Maybe S Wincapaw.
Fu.;
.i■
Bernard Esancy ls now driving a
i.
you tried It, und found your finger
1
!>ee, >1-1
,v .. < |
ntw
cir
Inst
raft
of
a
motorcycle.
i\ A TSf- £ n c
tips digging boles in the apple, or
srirl t,»
I
>< Meyer_____________ —
possibly ’breaking it, hut the break
Mr. and Mrs. C. M Payson and Mrs.
never was clean.
May Robbins were calling Sunday on
This stunt is like almost every Miss C. A. McDowell of Burkettville
eU
-___
W
other athletic feat—you have to
The Saturday night dance was well
:
[
<
tt> know how to do it before you can
—v rive
•MS
j?",jr.tTS vita htitesee
succeed. Then, when you know attended notwithstanding the in
■r; '
■
how, you have to practice. Here's clement weather.
(Wd to
tor
i.i
>
»
The
apple
trees
last
Sunday
were
the way to break an apple:
A'-rr"
a*
vf
Grasp the apple with both hands, certainly glowing in beauty and sweet
--Ll
closing your palms over It, so that in fragrance.
W A
i .’'ttcc 14 ■ A
the lingers of one hand nre point
i
ioward
Ai.t<*r>obik
UMr. and Mrs. Louis Etter motored
Fiv'f SooSi
ing In the opposite direction from to this pface from New Jersey last
Crii,r)tAj>(>_______
<; C:W
the fingers of the other. When you
:----------- >K1; VQVI'r.
HE'.’-'"
ret'ft*.
Saturday
to
visit
his
mother
who
is
V<A 21
I
ftare holding the apple this way
»
Etiubt
your elbows should he pointing out in poor health. She is making ar
■L/i’h L >«
tfliriobile
ward and your two forearms should rangements to accompany them on
q-.T-i
WA<t»/
,
jor
:?'
x
i
•
Mount?.
make a straight line. Get the apple the return to their home in Trenton,
15*; F
as close to your chest as possible, N.J.
FORDS
a;-.? ,,r
then roll your shoulders forward,
21$
getting your elbows as far ln front
K aFAo'
*
of you as you can.
WA
1%:
I
Now roll your shoulders back,
ni
1 rs
l’.< ■
i
:.tr*
bring your elbows ln again, and
t'.x
AtH?'
twist thc hands out. If you have
r_> wl ?
r;i<C:V,5t
gripped the apple tightly enough,
“I’m a user of Kruschen Salts is a reacv
you’ll find It has broken cleanly In during remedy and can say they are
S-i Ca-a
7F1S......
half, and you'll be holtling half ln fine. Have lost more than 40 lbs. In the
__ W
p.ist year. Am gradually reducing as
each handl
•L
my doctor advises.” Miss Bertha Waldo,
I .!•■
t
llaman, N. Oak. (Oct. 30, ’32).
K-Tn
Ship Radio Rings Bells
'•
<'t
• ,
Once a day take Kruschen Salts—one
Wc : >y<""
r C 58!
When SOS Is Received half teaspoonful in a glass of hot water

WALDOBORO

of them are YOURS. If

Everything to keep it looking neat and trim
LAWN

Page Five

ECONOMY
and PROFIT

LAWN EQUIPMENT

MOWERS

'
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I)

read, it is equally profit

&

• Trieste.—A new SOS wireless re
ceiving set was tried out success
fully aboard the liner Gange be
tween Venice and Trieste. The de
vice causes electric bells to ring In
the wireless room and the captain's
csbiu when an SOS is picked up.

flrst thing every morning. Besides los
ing ugly fat SAFELY you’ll gain In
health and physical attractiveness—con
stipation. gas and acidity wlll cease to
bother—you'll feel younger—more ac
tive—lull of ambition—clear skin—
sparkling eyes.
A Jar that lasts 4 weeks costs but a
trifle at any drug store in the world—
but demand and get Kruschen and If
one bottle doesn’t Joyfully please you—
money back.

profitable to

able to use ... to sell, to

.... .
VF :<

........

tr!*tl22 ■ 1
TTsfOcx;
Gfuerl- <

rent or to trade practical

■

tv? K
»

I ••. Tiv't
I 1 A;c:'fo

ly anything.

Leads Population Rise

Warsaw.—Poland's Increase of
population of 1932 was greater
than that of any other European
country, figures available recently
showed. The population Increased
more than 500,000 during the year,
which was 200,000 more than Ger
many's increase, with a population
almost double Poland's

WANTED
PEELED

Spruce Pulpwood
PEJEPSCOT PAPER CO.
BRUNSWICK, MAINE

60-73

The

COURIERGAZETTE

WANT ADS

j

VINALHAVEN

THOMASTON
SIMMER VISITORS

The Oarden Club meets this
Thursday afternoon at 3 o'clock at
the home of Mrs Richard Dunn. Knox
street.
Miss Marjorie Mills entertained sev
eral of her friends at a candlelight
supper Tuesday evening at her home
on Knox street. Miss Priscilla Arm
strong of Winchester, Mass , was the
guest of honor.
Mr and Mrs. John E. Lawler of
South Portland and Mrs. Nellie Wal
lace of South Waldoboro were guests
of Mrs. Horace Kcizfr Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. John Hope of Mass
achusetts and Miss Josie Hart of
Tenant's Harbor were callers upofi
Edward Brown Monday. Mrs. Hope
was formerly Miss Emma Watts of
Tenant’s Harbor and with her hus
band was spending the day in her
home town.
Mrs. Edward Robinson and son Ed
ward Robinson arrived in town Mon
day and opened their home.
Russell Davis recently returned
from a trip to Boston and Providence.
Walter Henry who has been visiting
his aunt in Rockland, and relatives
here, is returning to Winchester,
Mass.. Thursday.
Harold Higgins who went to bis
home in Jonesport for the vacation
from the commercial department of
the high school, has returned.

Every-Other-Day
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Occasionally one hears the re
mark : “I did not see anything in
The Courier-Gazette about my
guests." A little reflection will
show the impossibility of ob
taining the names of all summer
visitors who come to Rockland
in July and August. The paper
desires to note such arrivals (the
guests themselves look for it),
and to this end asks its readers
to send in such items, either di
rectly to the office, or to the
society reporter, Mrs. Gladys
Morgan, whose telephone num
ber is 794. Social events as well
as arrivals and departures are
desired.

Miss Carrie Pendleton went to I
Brookline, Mass.. Wednesday.
Mrs Georgie Kent has returned
from Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. Jamec Hall who have
been guests of her sister Mrs. Harry
Wilson, returned to Boston Tuesday
Edward Coombs was a Rockland
tisltor Monday.
Miss Ethelyn Strickland who was
guest of her aunt Mrs. L. R Smith
over the weekend, left Tuesday for
Boston.
Capt George A. Lawry, Sumner
Gray and Milton Ames went to New
York Tuesday.
Mathew McKenna was ln town
Monday, called by the death of his
uncle O. P. Lyons.
Hector Carney and family left
Tuesday for Hall Quarry.
Miss Cora Vinal of Portland ar.d,
Richard Mills of Camden were
guests of her parents Mr. and Mrs
Burton Vinal over Memorial Day.
Mrs. Ola Carver Ames has been ap-1
pointed pianist at thc Ladies of thr
GAR. convention, to be held in
Bangor June 14-15.
William Doane of Portland has
been the guest of his sister Mrs. Mary
L. Arey the past woek.
T. M. Coombs and daughter Mrs
Daniel Paulitz of Rockland were in
,own over Memorial Day. guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Winslow.
Marguerite Chapter, O.ES. will
held its regular meeting June 5
There will be work, and Golden Rod
Chapter of Rockland will be guests
A covered dish supper will be ser”ej
to all members of Marguerite Chrcter and guests, at 5.30 After the
ceremonies an entertainmeu' wil! be
presented by the folio-.in? commit
tee- Mrs. Occur Lane, Mrs. Ambrose
Peterson. Mrs Elizereth Ross, Mrs
L. R Smith. Mrs. Leslie B. Dyer.
Regular meeting of the Ladies of
the G AR Friday night, preceded by
the u:ual supper.

appointed hour the line formed at the
Corner and with Walter Hastings as
marshal marched to and circled the
Mall, halting on the south side for
the laying of a wreath on the monu
ment by Frtd Morse, Civil War vet
eran, and a prayer by Rev. H. F.
Leach; then ln the following order.
Rockland City Band. Company F.
240th Regiment C-A.C., Capt. Eld
ridge; American Legion, Commander
Enoch M. Clark; Pine Cone Troop of
Girl Scouts. Mrs Lavinia Elliot cap
tain. Miss |Jane Miller lieutenant;
automobiles containing officials, vet
erans and citizens, marched to the
cemetery, entering by Dwight street,
and halting at the Soldiers' MonuMlss Mabelle Brown of Portsmouth,
where a *reath was P1^ b>’
N H . and John Singer, student at Comrade Morse, prayer offered by
Hebron Academy, returned Tuesday- Rev. H. S. Kilborn. a salute fired by
after spending the weekend with Capt Company F. and taps sounded. Re
forming. return was n-ade to the place
and Mrs John Brown.
Mrs. Cora Wincapaw of South Wal of beginning, and rjinks broken.
doboro is the guest of her cousin, I Capt. Ray Harriman and family
Who have been visiting Mrs. Harri
Mrs. William Belasco.
Miss Frances Hahn and friend Miss man's father and sister, left Tuesday
Martha Bishop of Malden. Mass , and for their home in West Hartford.
Simon Hahn of Cambridge, who have Conn.
Mrs. Catherifte A. Cullen, widow
been guests of Roland Hahn, left on
of Michael Cullen, died at her home
their return Tuesday.
The Pythian Circle will meet in on Main street May 30. aged 88
years. Funeral services were held
their hall Friday afternoon.
Henry Delano of Medfield, Mass . this morning at 9 o'clock from St.
State Hospital, was in town Me James Catholic Church.
Memorial Day Exercises
Baseball at 6 o'clock today on the
morial Day and received greetings
Memorial Day was observed in the
from old acquaintances. Mr Delano Stimpson grounds. Company F vs.
usual manner with decorating of
was native to Thomaston, where his Rockport.
Thomaston National Bank has gtavea ln the morning, at Bay View
last visit was made ten years ago.
Mr. and Mrs. Ora Roney of Wood- gone over the top in the campaign cemetery by Ralph Warren and uyfords and Mr and Mrs Robert Adams for reorganization fund:—a fine job ferd Warren; Caldervoofs Neck
of Sargentvil’.e were guests of Frank done by a small number of workers. Mills and Vinal's. by Jan.es CalderBeverage Tuesday. They also called Splendid support was given by the woed; fool's Hill. Oc-in View and
Cosmbc, by C. C. Webster and
d: positors in other towns.
upen other relatives
Mayflower Circle will meet Friday A?.ten Roberts; Brauns Head by
Stephen Barry was at home from
afternoon for a knotting, picnic James Calderwood. At 1 30 p. m. the
U. of M for the weekend.
Edward Elliot motored to Boston supper and regular meeting ln the column formed in front of Memorial
hall in the following order: L. B
recently to spend a few days. He has evening.
• •’ • •
Dyer, marshal; Vinalhaven Eand, J 1
returned, bringing his wife and chil
Harris Shaw of Boston spent Mon W. Kittredge, director. Lafayette
dren who have been on a visit to her
parents. Mr. and Mrs Gordon Griffin day at his former home on Pine Carver Pest, W. S Vinal. command
er; Wcrld War veterans H L
street, returning Tuesday.
Mrs. N. F. Andrews visited her Coombs, commander;
Gettysburg
The Baptist junior choir held the
first picnic of the season on the shore niece Mrs. Earl Hall in Waterville Camp, S. of'V., L. H. Arey, comot the Creighton farm Monday Boat Tuesday with Mr. and Mrs. Lester mander; school children in charge of
teachers; Girl Scouts. Tlie line of
ing, bathing, stunts and games occu- Sherman.
pied the day. Those present besides
Active reh«ursal3 for -Sardines" march was to John Carver cemetery
the leader. Mrs. Grace Strout. were are going on under the direction of where graves were decorated in
Betty Brown. Marian Felt. Bel'.e Mrs. H S. Kilborn and Mrs. Amos her or of departed comrades, and
Ccates, Cleora Condon. Ruth Butler. Mills. The date is June 14 at 8 ceremonies performed, after which
th. column marched to the water
Einest Hoffses, Cecil Day. Lewis Tab p. m., at the Baptist vestry.
Mr and Mrs. Elmer Locke and front ar.d scattered flowers m mur.butt, Rfchard Paquin, Frederick El
well. Richard Moore. Estelle Moore. Miss Vivian Stewart were overnight cry of the naval comrades under di
Kathleen Anderson, Hester Foster. gues ts Monday of Mr. and Mrs B ncticn of Joseph Headley, World
War veteran; thence to the Soldiers
H. Ccpeland.
Marie Clark.
Mrs. P;»d J. Overlock who has Monument in memoiy of those whc
Oscar Hodgkins of Portland was in
been visiting in Boston and Maiden never returned, thence tc the GAR
town Tuesday.
John Donohue and family of Spring returned home Saturday. She was hall and broke ranks.
At 6 p. m. the column formed and
vale were guests of the Misses Dono accompanied by her sister Miss Edith
Wilson, who spent the weekend and marched to the Soldi?:s Monument
hue the first of the week.
Mrs Maurice Sullivan and daughter holiday at her home here. Friday and performed services of retreat;
Mrs. Crowley of East Boston are they were overnight guests of Mr. thence to Memorial hall, where at
guests of Miss Ellen Sullivan.
and Mrs. Earl Wilson of Oray. at- 7.30 Rev. N. F. Atwood delivered a
Mr. and Mrs. A R Cameron of Na- tending the graduation exercises of very able memorial address, preceded
hint, Mass . will arrive in town the the Hancock Junior High School, by singing by the school children cilast of the week by auto. Upon their their niece Miss Sarah Wilson as leeted by Marie M. T.tnle. and selec
return Sunday they will be accom- the highest ranking freshman, hav- tions by the male quarter and Vinal
panied by Mrs. Hattie Copeland and tng the honor of addressing the haven Band. General Ordeis were
road by L. B. Dyer and Lincoln's AdMrs Grace Payson, the former to graduates.
make an extended visit.
A two-ton truck owned by the T. dre.': at Gettysburg was given by
Thc baccalaureate sermon will be C. Buckley Co. ol Boston turned Calvin Vinal.
preached by Rev. Hubert F. Leach at turtle as It undertook to negotiate
the Congregational Church next Sun the turn at The Creek last nigh*.
SWANS ISLAND
day evening.
The driver was uninjured.
The church social last Saturday
Mrs Samuel Reed and son Averill
night
was held in Red Men's hall
Mrs. Edward Haskell of Dorches
spent Memorial Day In Belfast.
• • • •
ter. Mass, spent the weekend with and conducted by Mrs. Tina Joyce
The Beta Alpha Club met with Miss her sister Mrs. Albert Mank, retum- and Miss Madie Joyce. The pro
ceeds amounted to $14.
Myrna Ccpeland in her Knox street r.g home on Monday.
Mrs. Isaac Stinson who has been
home Monday evening, 33 members
Edward Ludwig of Gardiner was :i
being present. Much work was ac recent visitor of Mr. and Mrs. A. K confined to the house for several
weeks is slowly improving.
complished upon clothing.
Busy Ludwig. East Warren road.
Mrs. Ella Kaste of Harrisburg. Pa.,
mothers with large families are being
Miss Adeline Callahan who halent a hand in doing their sewing. been the guest of Mrs. Eugene Clos arrived last week and has opened
Refreshments were served by Mrs. son lhe past week, returned to her her cottage for the summer.
Sunday at 12.30 in' the Methodist
Amos Mills, Mrs. Alton Foster, and home in Boston Memorial Day.
Church
a memorial address was de
Miss Christine Moore. Members pres
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Vose were
ent were Mrs. Ethel Newcombe. Mrs guests ct friends in Camden Tuesday livered by the pastor Rev. W. C.
Leona Starrett, Mrs Leila Smalley.
Mrs. Cora Currier is driving a new Osgood, and at 2.30 an American
Legion service was held in the
Mrs. Myrtle Strong, Mrs. Annie Mank, Chevrolet.
Mrs Nellie Orff. Mrs Mabel Achorn.
Music at the Baptist Church Sun Me'.hodist cemetery, ijandubted by
Mrs. Dorothy Hastings, Mrs. Amos day morning wlll be the anthems the Legion boys, assisted by Rev.
Mills, Mrs. Georgie Thorndike, Mrs. ■ Love Not the World," A. S Sullivan Mr. Osgood.
Frank Bridges has recently bought
Perley Hall. Mrs. Percy Studley, Miss and "Teach Me To Do Thy Will,”
Helen Studley, Mrs. Anne Day, Mrs. Eville; response, "Sentence from the 1 a new speed boat, which bears the
Eleanor Clark. Mrs Amy Tripp, Mrs Elijah."
title of Scram.
Mary Ahern, Mrs. Marie Singer. Miss
Mrs. Corinne Merrill and daughter
Mrs. Ruby Norton of Sanford is
Elizabeth Washburn. Miss Christine of Belfast are visiting Mrs. Merrill's I the guest of her parents, Mr. and
Moore. Mils Harriet Burgess. Miss sister, Mrs. Fannie Howard.
Mrs. Ferd Morse.
Rosa Teel, Mrs. Vera Robinson, Mrs
Fred Arnold of Fairhaven camel Mrs. Ellen Hughes who has reMinnie Newbert. Mrs. Carrie Carroll, Memorial Day and returned to his cently been working in Bangor has
Mrs. Nancy Foster, Mrs. Lena Delano. home the same day, taking his wife J been the guest of Mrs. Nelson Morse
Mrs Inez Libby, Mrs Stella Newbert. who had been visiting her parents for several days.
Miss Myrna Copeland. Mrs. Selma Ny- Mr. and Mrs. Howard, Green street.
The Methoc'Jst Ladles Aid me:
lander. Miss Edna Hilt.
Mrs Frank D. Hathorne is visiting last week Friday afternoon at the
The death of Edwin S. Levensaler, relatives in Brockton and Stoneham, Baptist parsonage and were entera native of Thomaston, in Rockland Mass.
tained by the pastor and family.
Tuesday Is received with deep regret
The Odd Fellows and Rebekahs
by his relatives and friends in this
met Sunday at 10.30 at the Baptist
Turn That Vacant Room Church and listened to their annual
town.
Into Cash With a
Dark and threatening clouds over
, address, which was so ably presentspread the sky Tuesday as the people “To Rent” Advertisement 1 ed by the pastor. Rev. W. C. Osgood.
gathered to observe Memorial Day,
Special music was arranged by
in The Courier-Gazette
but the day passed without any seri
members of the lodge with Mrs.
Telephone 770
ous interruption from rain. At the
I Howard Staples at the organ.

Longest Epitaph Relates
Appreciation of Doctor

BASEBALL ON SEVERAL FIELDS

Some time ago there was found
hidden in the cellar of an old house
In the city of St. George, Bermuda,
a lurge brass tomb tablet dated 1778.
On lt was found what is considered
to be one of the longest epitaphs on
record. It is also believed to be
one of the most elaborate eulogies
ever pronounced on a human being.
Recording tbe good works of a wellknown doctor of tbe times, the tab
let, which was placed ln St. Peter's,
tbe oldest church in Bermuda, reads
as follows;
To tbe memory of George Forbes.
51. D., whom living a singular com
placency of manners Joined with
many useful talents and eminent
virtues.
Rendered highly estimable, blessed
with a convivial disposition, in tbe
cheerful hour of social festivity lie
shone irreprehensible and an agree
able companion, ever assiduous in
furthering good humor and the en
joyments of sociality friendly to
mankind.
His endeavors to migrate tbe evils
of life which he bore himself with
temper and philosophy were not
alone confined to the healing art,
long exercised by him with much
reputation, but were likewise exert
ed ln composing differences, restor
ing ancient friendships Interrupted
and promoting pefece, harmony and
mutual good understanding among
his fellow men, having acquitted
himself with approbation ln the sev
eral relations of life.
As he had lived, respected and
beloved, so he died, lamented and
regretted for those virtues and many
others which though not enregistered on this tablet are forever en
graven on the loving memory of his
surviving friends.
He died Jan’y 9th, 1778, aged 68
years.—Pathfinder Magazine.

In Everybody’s Column ’
Advertisements In this column not to ,
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25

WANTED

cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
lines flve cents each for one time.
______ LIKE position as housekeeper.
St. George High Gave Island Champs a Scare—Twilight tional
WOULD
10 cents for three times. Six words can cook flne waitress, $6 week, refer
make
a
line.
ences. MRS M R STRAND. 126 Cam
Leaguers At Community Park
den St.
63*65
WANTED- To rent u small furnished
4-5 room cottage for season, mainland,
Rockport 6, Pirates 5
for St. George. Torfason looked
Improvements, near village, reasonable,
three adults
Apply METCALFE. PelThe Rockland Pirates' last inning good in his first appearance at third H***«<**********M nard Apt . Pelham. N Y
64-66
rally again fell one run short and. base for the Champs. Coombs and
WASHINGS wanted—wet. rough dry
NURSING BAG lost from Rockland OT nuned, also curtains. Call for and
Rockport took them across 6 to 5 at Middleton collected batting honors Red Cross car. Very Important for nurses delivered MRS CHARLES McKINNEY.
use. needed at once. Any person finding
62*64
Community Park Sunday.
Bob with three hits out of four times up. the brown leather bag containing ther-1 42 Cedar St Tel. 1051-J.
EXPERIENCED STITCHERS wanted.
Gardner ran Into a bad first inning W|iley made a beautiful catch of mometers. etO, please phone Immedi Apply
at MODERN PANTS COMPANY
ately the Red Cross office, 1248-M. The '
when he stuck two hit batsmen in Woodcock's liner for the fielding fea Courier-Gazette, 770 or MISS STEELE. ______________ _____________
59-tf
1232
_______________________________
64*66
POSITION as chef or order cook want
between three singles to give Rock ture of the game. The score:
ed
Best
of
references.
II.
T.
PERRY.
MENTAL CASES a specialty at the Qrace Bt.. City.
Vinalhaven
port a three-run lead. The win
«tf
DODGE REST HOME. Spruce Head
ab r h po a e Maine. Reasonable terms. Best refer- ‘
ners scored their margin of victory
ences.
65*67-tf
ln the sixth on doubles by Bohndell Lyford, 2b ............ 3 2 2 1 2 1
NOTICE ls hereby given of the loss ol
Gilchrist,
rf
.........
6
112
0
0
and Miller with a walk thrown ln.
deposit book numbered 16013 and the
of said book asks for duplicate in I
In the Pirates' ninth Bob Gardner Coombs, p, lb .... 4 1 3 0 2 0 owner
accordance with the provision of the
ROCKLAND 8AVINOS
slammed a two-bagger to left to Middleton, lb. p .... 4 1 3 2 0 0 State I-aw
FOUR room unfurnished apartment,
BANK. By EDWARD J HELLIER. Treas
with toilet. (18 month
V. F STUDscore Day who had walked, and Carl Wahlman. cf ....... 2 0 0 1 0 0 I Rockland. Maine. May 25. 1933
LEY,
283 Main St. Tel 1080.
J
61-tf
62*Th-63
Mosher's single sent Gardner across, Young, cf .............. 2 0 1 2 0 0
IN THOMASTON, furnished home to
Teele,
lf
................
1
0
0
0
0
0
but the rally ended right there. Thc
rent. MISS M E COPELAND. 32 Knox
St.. Thomaston.
65*67
Pirates lest scoring chance ln the Arey, lf .... ».......... 2 0 1 0 0 0
SIX ROOM tenement to let, bath,
first when Wink lined Into a double Torfason. 3b ........ 1 1 0 2 1 J
gas. lights, piazza Nice cellar
Rea
sonable. at 266 Main St. Inquire ROYAL
play with two mates aboard. Miller Baum, c ................ 4 0 0 18 1 0
SHOE STORE
63-65
and Bohndell, each with a single Woodcock, ss ....... 3 0 0 1 0 1
If you have a cottage to let oSEVEN ROOM rent with modern con
dealre
.ummer
boarders
advertise
the
31
6
11
27
6
2
veniences, to let. Inquire C. M HAR
and double, led the hitters.
fact In thia paper where thousands
RINGTON. 81 Summer St
65-67
St. George
will read of It.
The score:
LARGE room to let. mail tenant pre
SEVERAL cottages all furnished, for ferred. Central location. PHONE 378.
Rpekport
64-66
0 sale or to let for the season at Old Rockland.
ab r h tb po a e Sivewright rf
1 Orchard BANGOR REAL ESTATE EXFURNIETaD rooms to let ut 29 Beech
j
|
Kulju,
c
*
CHANGE.
114
Exchange
St.,
Bangor
5 2 2 3 2 1
St. MRS W S. WHITE
58-tf
Miller, ss .......
0 I_________________________ ______ 62-73
HOUSE to let at 5 Rockland St. All
4 0 0 0 3 5 0 Anderson, 2b „..... 5
Graffam. 2b
0
FOR RENT, at Holiday Beach an eight Improvements, garage.
D
SHAFTER,
: room cottage for July For particulars 15 Rockland St.
Collamore. lf .
5 1113 0 0 Wilson, 3b ..._........ 6
57-tf
write MRS W C. VIDITO. 32 Grace St
Lowell, lb .............. 5
Knights, lb .. 4 1 0 0 8 2
TENEMENT
at
80
Pleasant
St. to let.
Lowell. Mass
60-tf
vacant June 5. Bath,
” " sun porch, garagr.
Wiley, lf
........... 3
2 0 0 0 0 0
Ingraham. 3b.
COTTAOE at Cooper's Beach for sale TEL 958-J
61-tf
Mackie,
ss
..............
3
or to let; electile lights. CALL 178-R
Murray. 3b ....... 1 0
or at BLACKINOTON'S SHOE STORE , HALF house to let at 17 Warren St.,
Polky,
cf
................
4
61-66 ’•Ven pleasant rooms; also two garages
Reidy, c .......... 3 1
Inulre 12 WARREN ST.
52-tf
0 Pease, p ............... 4
MAN Wanted to take care of an es
Crockett, cf
. 3 0
TWO apartments to let at 38 Beech
tabllshed
business
In
the
sale
of
Me
o!
37
8 24 13
_______ Products
__ _
___
Bath, lights.
Connon
ln ___
Knox County 8t, four and five rooms
Ladd, ct ........... 1 0
furniture. garagr.
0 ! Vinalhaven .... 10 111700 x—6 Good living right now with" Increasing Great reduction “Inmerent
Bohndell. rf ...... 3 0
to
permanent
protlts as you become acquainted with
‘
“
0 St. George ..... 00000320 0—5 customers and buslneas. We finance tenants. L. A THURSTON. Tel. 1159
Nash, rt
....... 1 0
57-tf
persons.
Experience not _ ___________________________
q
Two-base hits, Mackie. Bases on responsible
Snow, p .......... 1 0
necessary. Apply by letter to McCONTENEMENTS to let. (10. (12. (14. (15.
0
balls,
off
Coombs
4,
off
Pease
7.
NON il COMPANY. Dept
SA-2243. (20. (25 per month. HERBERT B. BAR
Hamalainen, p 2 1
65’lt TER Call 25 or 1017-J.
52-tf
_' Struck out, by Coombs 10. by Mtd- Winona. Minn
AMBITIOUS women with large ac
LAWN ROLLER to Ifl at very low rate.
Doctoring Diseased Tree*
2
dleton
4.
by
Pease
2.
Double
plays.
quaintance
wanted,
establish
good
lnCalled for and delivered
Heavy water
35 6 7 9 27 11
791. CRIE HARDWilev \fa-kie and Anderson' Ktl iu come selling high grade guaranteed ballaat roller. Phone
an Important Profession
wuey, Ma.aie ana Anaerson. tvu.ju, hosler^ popm,,. prices. write elite ware co . 408 ........
Main st.
Pirates
52-tf
Mackie. Kulju and Wilson. Umpires.! hosiery co 99 Chauncy St . Boston.
Tbe work ot the tree surgeon Is
SEVEN ROOM house aud garuge to
h tb po a
65'lt
let. In Rockville, on State Highway.
supplemented by that of the tree
Shields. Hopkins and Simmons
COTTAGES at seashore and lakes for Route 101
TEL 352-3
64-66
doctor, observes a writer ln the C A Mosher, cf 5 1 2 3 1 0 0 Scorer. Merrithew.
sale and to let
Many good bargains.
FOUR ROOM apartment to let. also
Write
for
list
L.
A
THURSTON.
Rock

Montreal Herald. The former cuts H Gardner, ss 5 1 1 1 1 1 1
• • • 5
room furnished apartment, both
land Tel. 1159.
57-tf three
out disease growths and patches up Winchenbach. rf 4122300
heated
aud
newly finished. MRS
Gray On The Job
FROST
Tel. 318-W_______________ 52-tf
the wounds with asphalt or other Carter, 2b ___ 4 0 110 1 1
A
shivering
holiday
crowd
saw
FURNISHED apartment to let. two
materials, after proper antiseptics Freeman. 3b .... 4 0 116 10
rooms and private bath. 192 LIMEROCK
have been used to clean them out Richardson. lf.... 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 prospective Twilight Leaguers from
ST. Tel. 600 or 211-M
52-tf
Rockland and Thomaston do bat
and prevent further local spread of
apart me
Day.
c
..............
3
1
0
0
12
1
0
rooma
Applv
at
CAMDEN
At
ROCKtbe malady.
tle at Oommunity Park Tuesday
LAND WATER CO. Tel. 634
52-tf
WALNUT bedroom set for sale, eight
Toadstools, sometimes of great C L Mosher, lb 3 0 0 0 4 1 0 afternoon, with the honors going to
FURNISHED
apartment
to
let.
three
price reasonable. TEL. 972-M
size, are often seen growing on tbe H Oardner. p 4 1 1 2 0 3 0 Manager Allen's Rockland candi pieces,
52-tf
________________________________ . 64-66 rooms and bath CALL 996
trunks of trees. They are disease ‘Annis . ........... 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
UPPER furnished apartment of three
STOCK, fixtures and supplies of 'he
dates
by
the
score
ot
6
to
1.
Chum

growths. Fungi of many kinds in
Orcutt Post Card Station tor sale chc«D rooms, modern, to let. Garage lf de
my Oray. who had spring training in — whole or part OEORGE B ORCUTT, sired. Excellent condition. TEL. 899-W.
vade the bark and deeper tissues ot
35 5 8 9 27 8 2
at Simonton Dry Goods Co. Phone _____________________________ 51-tf
Wilkesbarre. Penn., showed the ef 275.
trees, causing rot which may make
Rockland
65-67
PARTLY furnished four room apart
•Batted
for
Richardson
in
8th.
deep holes, perhaps killing tbe tree
fects cf it by holding Thomaston to
light*.
WE HAVE the bankrupt stock of A E ment to let, flush toilet, electric Ha
Rockport
......
30000300
0-A
52-tf
In the course of time. To remedy
for sale at attractive prices, con ELMER C. DAVIS. 22 Fulton St
four hits. Condon was not too gen Spear
sisting
of
corn
and
bean
planter,
plows
cases of this sort, the tree surgeon Pirates .......... 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 2—5 erous. limiting Rockland to seven and cultivators, litter carrier, mowing FURNISHED heated apartment to let
Inquire 14 MASONIC ST.
50-tf
ls called upon to exercise bis skllL
machine, mowing machine parts hay
Two-base hits. Bohndell. Miller. hits.
__________
____
____
HOUSE
at ol
22 Oak
St. to let, all modrake
etc
Also
several
bags
Chick
Medicine, however, suitably ad
R. Gardner. Double play. Miller and Rockland ..... 30001110 x_ 6 starter, at a very low price” Packard
renovated. six rooms. (20.
ministered, by injecting lt into tbe
STORE at The Highlands
62-tf Call ALBERT PETERSON at FullerCobb-Davis.
46-tf
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0—1
sap ducts of the tree may prevent Graffam. Struck out by Snow 1, by Thomaston
FITTED hard wood and T*,? CAItAVAILABLE for rent four definable
or cure fungus diseases. In addi Gardner 10. by Hamalainen 9. Bases
Hits, Rockland 7, Thomaston 4 cord $8. tilted soft wood. S6.
60-tf tenements. Main. Orove. Grace. Court
tion, by use of the proper chemicals, on balls, off Snow 1, off Ga?dner 3. Two-base hits. F Orafton, Fowler. ROLL Tel 263-21.
Sts. ERNEST C. DAVIS. Fuller-CobbBRADLEY'S A-A Quality and Agrlco Davis.
46-tf.
the destructive activities of boring off Hamalainen 2. Hit by pitcher, Bases on balls, off Oray 2. off Con Fertilizers,
bone meal, sheep manure. .
insects are discouraged.
Graffam, Knights. Umpires, Mc don 3. 8truck cut. by Oray 12. by nitrate of soda, and reliable garden
seeds of all kinds. Deliver^ service
Carty and Wiggin.
Condon 13. Double play, Gray and Tel 446 PACKARDS STORE. High
lands. formerly Q. H. Hart.
55-tf
•
•
•
•
Source of Mother's Milk
Fowler.
Umpires, Williams and
FITTED WOOD, dried under cover. $10
Battery F 1. Clark Island 0
Scientists of the Carnegie Institu
Quinn.
cord; Junks, $8 Do not confuse wood
under cover with wood dried under
tion of Washington have discovered
In as fine a game as anyone would
cover. O. H. CRIE, Thomaston. Tel
the hormone, or gland secretion, wish to see. Battery F defeated
122-2___________________ __________ 56-tf
WARREN
that causes and governs the pro
LARGE healthy day old chicks, the
duction of mother's milk, l’uthfind- Clark Island 1 to 0. Sunday. Al
kind that grow fast and produce at a
Callers Monday afternoon on Mr profit.
though
the
Islanders
played
error

$5 per 100 up. Mammoth White
er Magazine reports. Dr. Oscar Rid
Peking Ducks 25c; bronze Turkey Poults.
dle, Robert U. Bates and Simon \V. less ball they were unable to hit and Mrs. Henry V. Starrett were Mr 45c;
Goslings. 95c Bargain prices for all
Dykshorn, of the institution’s de the offerings of Robbins, who al and Mrs Everett Bird of Cascade. N. week and two weeks’ old chicks, for
delivery
This la the time
partment of genetics at Cold Springs lowed them but four hits, two of H . and Miss Alice Bird of Oardiner. Immediate
to start serving roast duck and duck
Harbor, N. Y., are credited with ttie which came in the first inning.
Mr. and Mrs. Mansfield Robinson sandwiches ln your roadside stands t
will stop the cash customers
flnd.
The hormone, called “pro
entertained overnight Tuesday Dr. Nothing
duck sandwiches. Start now and
lactin,'* is a secretion of the pitui The fielding feature was Lampie's Ralph Leighton. Mrs. Fred Leighton like
get into the game before your competi
tors wake up Easy to raise and grow
tary gland. The discoverers ob three fine catches in Centerfield. The
and Mrs. Calista Leighton, all of Har quickly to maturity ln few weeks See
WHEN you are planning to sell your
•
tained theirs from the pituitary score:
chicks, ducks, turkeys, goslings chlckena and fowl, call PETER EDrington. and Mrs Mary Anna Wass these
glands of cattle and sheep. When
Battery F
ln our electric brooders today at our WARDS Tel 806-J Rockland
52-lt
warehouse office. Qet your orders ln
of Steuben.
injected into rabbits aud guinea pigs
ILARGE healthy chicks
AH breeds
ab r bh po a e
early. Wholesale and Retail Distribu and
colors to select from See them to
Four generations met together tors In Southern Maine for the famous
it caused the mammary glands to
All sizes. For Immediate delivery.
secrete milk. The importance of Freeman, ss ........ 3 0 2 2 2 1 when Mrs. Mary Shuman. Mrs Etva Elmore Feeds. Lehigh Portland Cement, day.
These
chicks are bred from heavy egg
fertilizers and land lime. STOVERS
the discovery, health authorities Robbins, p ............ 4 0 0 1 2 1 Borneman of North Waldoboro spent CASH
layers.
The kind that wlll grow and
ORAIN STORES DISTRIBUTORS
produce
at a profit. Know your chicks.
point out, is that it proves a valu Morgan, rf —........ 4 0 2 0 0 0 Memorial Day with Mr. and Mrs. for STOVER FEED MFG CO on track
See
the
yeast fed chicks today. All
86 Park St.. Rockland. Just below Arable aid to the health of babies.* Keefe. 3b ............. 4 0 0 2 0 1
priced from (5 per 100 up Ac
nvjur\ M 1200
64-66 kinds
cording to age.
Bargain prices all
Mother's milk is considered the most Henderson, lb ...... 2 1 0 7 0 0 Raymond Borneman.
through June on week and two weeks'
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wilson and
perfect food for babies.
old chicks White Peking ducks. 25 cents
Libby, c ............... 3 0 1 11 0 1
family were supper guests Memorial
each; Bronz Turkey Poults 45 cents each
Robinson, cf ........ 3 0 0 2 0 0 Day of Mr and Mrs. Andrew Wilson
Goslings 95 cents each No business has
withstood the depression like the poul
Day That Laiti for Month*
Smalley. 2b ......... 3 0 2 1 2 0 I at Waldoboro.
try business Start now The season Is
Summer lo Greenland only lasts Perry, lf . .......... - 3 0'0 1 0 0
Just beginning. Wholesale and Retail
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Linscott
one day—but It's a pretty long day.
SEVERAL HOTELS that arr fully Distributors In Southern Maine for the
j (Kathryn Robinson) of ,Wooaioras equipped and now doing business, for famous Elmore Freds, Lehigh Portland
There are four months on end of
29 1 7 27 6 4 I were in town Tuesday and looking up sale; send for list BANGOR REAL ES Cement, fertilizers and land lime.
CASH GRAIN
STORES.
continuous daylight. But this has
TATE EXCHANGE. 114 Exchange St. STOVER'S
Clark Is'and
Bangor.
62-73 DISTRIBUTORS for STOVER FEED
to be paid for in winter, when the
I several old friends.
MFO. CO. on track 86 Park St., Rock
ab r bh po a cc | Guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
IF YOU ARE In the market for a land. Just below Armour's. Tel. 1200.
midnight sun gives way to the mid
or have one for sale, you should
64-66
day night For there are four Edwards, ss ........ 4 0 2 1 3 00 Mathews over Memorial Day were farm
get our Bat before you do business
months of darkness—tempered by Lampie, ct .......... 4 0 1 3 0 0 Mr. and Mrs. George Swett and Mr. Specializing In farm property six years.
BANGOR REAL ESTATE BXjCHANGE.
the moon and the aurora borealis— Rogers, c ...........
4 0 1 12
1 «
•) j and Mrs. Arthur Atherton of Port- 114 Exchange Bt., Bangor Branch office.
to balance the four of daylight.
Dexter. Me.
62-67
i
Only for four months out of the G. Baum, lb .... ...» 4 0 0 7 0 0 ’and.
SIX ROOM house for sale, all modern ♦
4
Anderson.
2b
......
4
0
0
1
1
conveniences,
new
garage,
good
loca
0
j
Miss
Julia
Libby
spent
Wednesday
twelve do the Greenlanders have al
••• ♦ ♦ ♦ •
tion. very low price. Must be sold at M***********^**
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all tlmea.
ternate day and night like ours.— Stein. 3b ............... 4 0 0 0 0 0 with Mrs. Addie Stevens.
once
V F. STUDLEY. 283 Main St. Prompt aervlce. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
Montreal Herald.
56-tf
E. Baum, lf ......... 2 0 0 0 0 0b: Visitors Tuesday at Mr. and Mrs. Tel 1080
52-tf
THREE small places for aale, suitable
Makie. lf. rf ........ 4 0 0 (
NOTICE—After this date I will be re
0 i Mansfield Robinson’s were Miss Fred- for henneries, 3 to 15 acres. $750 to
V. F. STUDLEY. 283 Main Rt. sponsible only for those bills that I
0 ericka Boyden and MLss Priscilla . j$850
Rein, rf ................. 2 0 0 1
”, 1080
Fir*t American Shoemaker
r contract personally. F. C. FIELDS.
0
Roc k 1 a nd. M ay 31. 1933____________ 65*67
Houtari.
p
...........
3
0*
0
(
Leighton,
both
of
Leominster,
Mass.
Thomas Beard, who came to
SMALL farm for sale at small nr»— •«
USED CARS--The largest number of
West Washington, on Rt 101. House
Massachusetts in 1629, is usually re
newly papered and painted. ERNEST used cars offered by any dealer in city.
garded as the first shoemaker to ar
35 0 4 24 6 0
Bought,
sold, exchanged and financed
I C. DAVIS. Fuller-Cobb-Davls
46-tf
MICKIE SAYSby FREDERICK U WALTZ at Knight’s
rive on the American continent. He Battery F ...... 0 1 0 0 0 90 0 x—1
r
Garage. Park St.. City.
63*65
came from Loudon and brought Ids Clark Island ... 00000000 0—0
LADIES Reliable hair good9 at Rock
tools and a good supply of leather.
OWE
GOOD
TWlMa
ABOUT
land
Hair
Store,
24
Elm
St.
Mall
ordera
Double play, Rogers to G. Baum.
Of course many pairs of shoes were
and
solicited. H. C RHODES. Tel. 518-J.
EPITORS, TWEV Aiwr CREPE
52-tf
made here before that date, but they Bases on balls, off Houtari 2. Struck
HAUGERS. TO TW EOITOR,
LAWN MOWERS sharpened. Satisfac
were usually crude affairs, made by out, by Robbins 8, by Houtari 11
his Towki is tw' best iu th'
tion guaranteed. Galled for and deliv
Inexperienced hands. The first set Hit by pitched ball, Henderson.
ered Prompt service. Phone 791. CRIB
LAUD, HIS TOVJUSPEOPlE
GO HAND IN HAND
HARDWARE CO. 408 Main St.. City.
tlers brought a supply of shoes with Umpires, Smalley and Anderson.
ARE GOPiS OWU PEOPLE, AUP
Buy From Thc Guy
____________________________________ 52-tf
BUSIUESS IS ALX/AVS
them and many adopted the Indian Scorer. Whitten.
1070 Can Buy From You
KEYS! KEYS! KEYS! Keys made to
BOOMIMG. WOULDUT IT
moccasin until shoes were to be had.
order.
Keys made to fit locks when
• ♦ • •
Be
TERRIBLE
IP
EDITORS
CAPBCN
MIFSBOOKS
original
keys are lost. House. Office or
—Pathfinder Magazine.
Car.
Code
books provide keys for all
St. George gave the champions
WERE KMOCkERS, INSTEAD
Op Specialty Ppintinc
locks
without
bother. Scissors and
OF BOOST TS7
Jut
Illy Fill It'll!*
the hardest game cf the season at
Knives sharpened. Prompt aervlce. Rea
sonable prices CRIE HARDWARE CO..
Yellow
Vinalhaven Monday.
Four - hit

♦ LOST AND FOUND ♦

;

TO LET

Summer Cottages

FOR SALE

EGGS AND CHICKS J

REAL ESTATE

MISCELLANEOUS

Loyalty
Success

Yellow has always been the sun Coombs started on the mound for
color, since it is the sun which star
Vinalhaven and for five innings
tles ail things into activity, it
stands also for humun activities. It h;ld the opponents scoreless. Qt.
has always been go and even today George ecored three runs in the
it, by its appearance warns the sixth, and in the seventh got two
traveler by road or rail, that If he more on four clean hits.
Is to take advantage of life nnd
With the score 6 to 5, Coach Pat
green growth, he must at once be up
rick sent Middleton to the mound
and going or doing.
in the eighth and the St. George hits
stopped at once. Middleton fanned
four men in the two Innings he
Turn That Vacant Room pitched and the score remained 6 to
5 to the end.
Into Cash With a
Poor baserunning by the Vinal
“To Rent” Advertisement
haven team ruined several good
in The Courier-Gazette
chances to rcore. Anderson and
Telephone 770
Mackie played a nice fielding game

40R Main Rt

Rockland.

Tel 791

M-t.f

WHEN IN BOSTON—You can ouy
copies of The Courler-Oazette. with the
home news, at the Old South News
Agency. Washington St . next Old South
Churcn; also at M. Andelman’s. 284
Tremont. Rt.

\u

i^isnahi
BALMI
Sw
nnIAMBIIIA1

-and Lf its PRINTING
Don't

Forget

The Courier-Gazette

81nce 1840 this firm has faiunfi?
served the families of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Day Telephone 450—781-1

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, MC.
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Every-0 the r-Day
Mrs. Martha Kalloch of Warren is
I visiting her sister, Mrs. Lizzie Ma1 gulre.

OCl ETY.
Miss Olive Beverstock of Boston
visited Misses Caroline and Elizaboth Jameson over the weekend.

In addition to personal notes regard- j
Ing departures and arrivals, this depart-'
ment especially desires Information of |
aoclal happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by malt or telephone wlll be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE ....... ........................ 770 or 794

1933
SUM

MOM TUi

Wit

TMU

111

I 2
4 5 6 7 8 9
II 12 13 14 15 16
18 19 20 21 22 23
25 26 27 28 29 30

»AT

3
10
17
24

Miss Maryon Keller has returned I
Stanley A. Snow and his fiance,
from Belfast where she has beer. I
Miss Elizabeth P. Rolfe, of Portland,
e lit ployed for a short time at a tea,
were guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
room.
William
Harms, artist-student ■ Justin L. Cross,
with Josef Hofmann, and instructor
Miss Eva Waldron and Miss Inez
at the Curtis Institute of Music, is
Miss Barbara Orfi was confined
Waldron
of Milton, Mass., have
to occupy the studio on Miss Annie to her home on Ocean street last
been guests at S. 6. Waldron's, j
Russell's property in Rockport for week by tonsilitis
Llmerock street and H H Waldron's.
the summer. Mr. Harms during
Holmes street, for the weekend and (
previous summers in Rockport has
Alfred Greenlaw is home from
made many friends in this vicinity, Massachusetts Institute of Tech Memorial Day.
who will welcome his return.
nology for the summer.
Mrs. Harold Greene and daugh-1
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Maddocks and
daughter Beverley and Mrs. Maddocks' father, Mr. Dubey of Watervllle, were in this city Monday, calling on relatives and friends.

'
i
[
!

Mr. and Mrs. Garry Mansfield of
Malden, Macs., and Mrs. Etta
Thornton of Bath, were guests Monday of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Marsh,
Broad street.

Suwvn&t

Mr. and Mrs. Dana Cummings
were weekend and holiiday guests
of relatives in this city.

George Wendell and sons George,
and Edward of Milton, Mass., were
Miss Daphne Winslow completes'
at their cottage at Crescent Beach
her teaching duties at Norway for
for the weekend and holiday.
the year tomorrow and returns home
at once.
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Hol
man of Portland are guests of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Fernald of
and Mrs. E. E. Stoddard for the
Portsmouth were weekend guests of
week.
Mr. and Mrs. George E. McLaugh
lin, Walker place.
Mrs. Harry Berman is chairman
of the ladies night at the Elks Home
Opportunity Class holds ns June
tonight. The program includes danc
meeting this evening at the Baptist1
ing, an entertainment and buffet
parlors.
lunch.

1933

JUNE

Mrs. Herbert H. Griffin of Brigh
ton, Mass., was the guest of relatives
in this city over the weekend and
holiday.

ter Ruth, who have been visiting.
Mrs. Greene's parents, Mr. and Mrs
James Boyman in Portland for the
past three weeks, have returned I
home.

Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Maddocks
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lake were I Oram Lawry. Jr., and Robert Dun- and daughter Betty of Plainville, ’
guests of relatives in Waterville ' ton were home from Bowdoin for the Mass., were in the city Sunday, ■
Sunday.
weekend.
visiting their aunt. Miss Mabc-l Mad
docks, and other relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Snow and
Mrs. Ella S. Bird motored to PortMr. and Mrs. Lawrence Leach spent I land yesterday to meet her daughMr. and Mrs. T. C. Stone were
Sunday and Monday with Mr. and ■ ter, Miss Mary Bird, returning from guests of relatives in Cornish fcr
Mrs. Guy Bean in Freeport.
Columbia University where she has I the weekend and holiday.
-------1 been a student.
I
'
-------Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Benner and
Mrs. Castera Means was a guest
-------The Diligent Dames meet tomor- daughter Lois of Augusta were
of friends in Gardiner Sunday.
’ row afternoon with Mrs. E. Stewart guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Benner
Mr and Mrs Ralph Wyllie. Mr. Orbeton, West Rockport. Mrs. Or and other relatives in Rockland and
and Mrs. Ronald Messer and daugh- beton and Mrs. Clarence Munsey will Thomaston for the weekend and
ter Dale, were holiday guests of Mr.. be hostesses,
holiday.
and Mrs. Lawrence Leach.
Mr. and Mrs. Kennedy Crane
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Holman of
Portland who are visiting Mr. and
Dr. and Mrs. Emery B. Howard were in Scarboro for the weekend
Mrs. E. E. Stoddard for the week,
had as dinner guests Sunday Irving
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Glover werp were dinner guests last evening of
Cook, George Gilbert and Frank
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Dunn in
Merrill of Melrose, Mass.
I Briggs in Rangeley for the week- Thomson
1 end and holiday.
I
_____
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Brown mo
Miss Frieda Searles is convales-j
tored from Sedgwick Saturday and
Tony Arcadi entertained 24 young | cjng from a severe attack of grippe
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Irl R. friends at a supper party at thc
. lar,.nlritu
Hooper at their Crescent Beach eo-*_ jyien cottage. Megunticook Lake.
_____
ta?e'
Monday. Swimming and dancing | Mrs.
Huse
N
Mrs. Huse N . Tibbetts (Lucille
were features of the happy gather Hodgkins) and her new son have
Miss Rose Moody spent the holiday
ing.
returned home from Aroostook
with relatives in Camden.
Hospital, Houlton. The newcomer’s
Mrs. Lizzie Peaslee is the guest of name is Lynn Edward.
Mr and Mrs. Orrin F. Smith and her sister, Mrs. Lena Larrabee, in
Mr, and Mrs. David Mills of Camden Oardiner, for a month.
6. Stanley Goldfarb of New York
motored to Deer Isle Sunday and |
has been spending a few days with
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Harriman his family.
were guests of Mrs. F. L. Green,
(Mary Jordan) and daughter. Jean,
formerly of this city.
of West Hartford. Conn., spent the
The annual field day of Lady
Dr. and Mrs R. L. Stratton and weekend and holiday with Frank Knox Chapter, D.A.R., will be held
son Bruce were in Hancock Tuesday, Jordan and Miss Margaret Jordan al Birch Knoll, the summer cottage
and on their return were accom in Thomaston.
of Mrs. Maude E. Blodgett, regent,
panied by Dr. Stratton's mother,
on Jefferson Lake, June 7. Leave
Mr and Mrs. Elmer Larrabee had Rockland at 3 p. m. Route 1
Mrs. John Stratton who is their
as overnight guests Sunday at their through Waldoboro; turn right on
guest.
Cushing cottage Mr. and Mrs. Al to Route 132; turn left on Route
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Schellinger and bert Achorn of Concord, Mass.
126; turn left at sign reading Flagg
daughters, Adelaide and Maxine,
Road.
The Woman's Auxiliary of S’.
were in Stonington Sunday.
Peter's Church meets this evening
Mrs. Charles Bussell, accompanied
MTl-s Carrie Pendleton who has at 7.30 at the home of Mrs. Erskine the body of Mrs. Mary E. Jameson,
been at Vinalhaven superintending j Wright. Masonic street.
late of Ashland, Mass., to this city
the opening of her cottage for the
Monday. She returned to Ashland
Miss Gladys Blethen entertained Tuesday.
summer returns to Brookline, Mass.,
today, having been the guest of Mr. at sewing Tuesday evening.
Capt. S. E. Willard was home from
and Mrs. Orrin F. Smith.
A holiday family gathering at the Fort Williams over the holiday. ,
Miss Mildred Bisson who has been St. Clair cottage. Ash Point, includ
1. P. Bicknell and family spent
the guest of Miss Hazel Marshall, ed Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Stoddard, Mr.
North Main street, returned to Bev and Mrs. George L. St. Clair, Mr. the holiday at Alford's Lake, and
and Mrs. Fred Leach, Capt. and Mrs. came home highly satisfied posses
erly, Mass., Tuesday.
J. A. Stevens and daughter Kath sors of three salmon and four good
erine,
and Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Hol sized trout.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Byard were re
cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Irl R. man of Portland. Yesterday the
George, son of Mr. and Mrs. S.
Hooper, motoring here from Massa same group were guests of Capt. and
Stanley Goldfarb celebrated hts
Mrs.
Stevens,
and
this
evening
they
chusetts.
will be dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. sfxth birthday Saturday afternoon
by entertaining
several young
Mr. and Mrs. Reuel Soule and St. Clair at Crescent Beach.
friends at the synagogue. The
daughter of Augusta are moving
table decorations featured a color
here today, to occupy apartments in
scheme of pink, white and yellow.
the Mortland house, Masonic street.
Two birthday cakes graced the table,
Mr. Soule is succeeding Benjamin
and the guests were presented witli
Dowling as store manager for the j
yellow balloons and dainty china
Central Maine.
STEAMSHIP LINES dolls for favors. Ga.nes of all sorts
under the direction of Mrs. Phyllis
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Adams oi
Leach. George's teacher, were great
Sargentville have been visiting rela
ly enjoyed. George received many
tives and friends in Rockland and
gifts. His guests were Madeline and
vicinity for a few days.
Norma Philbrick, Evelyn Clark.
Daily Except Sunday te Boston,
Daily Except Monday to other points. Ebba kalloch. Joan Berman, Marlon
Mr. and Mrs. C. Alton Palmer and
Read Up Ludwick, Barbara
Grant, Sylvia
Read Down
children, Joyce, Jean and Kent,
Chrlstofferson.
Leatrice
Benner,
BANGOR
were in Pittsfield, guests of relatives,
Leona Haraden.
Due 7:30 PM.* Ruth Goldberg.
5
30
A
M
J
lv.
ROCKLAND
for Monday and Tuesday.
Lv. 2:30 P.M * Vena Delmonlco, Robert Me/Wil
10:45 A M.J Due BANGOR
liams, Parker Worrey, Jr., Douglas
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Parker of
BOSTON
North Cambridge are occupying 8 30 PM* Lv ROCKLAND I Due 4:30 A M.# Grace, Jason and Carleton Thurston,
Lv. 5:30 P.M.i Herbert Rector, Louis Stcckfort,
Due BOSTON
their cottage at Cooper's Beach for 6:30 AM.f
Meredith and Harold Dondis, Irving
thc week. They were accompanied
BAR HARBOR LINE
here by George Cross w’ho has been 5:30* M S Lv. ROCKLAND
Due 6:45 P.M 4 Small. Brian Moore, Joseph and Er
spending the winter with relatives 11:30 AM}' Due BAR HARBOR Lv. 1:30 PM* nest Dondis. Erwin Beal and Charles
Philbrook. Special guests were Mr.
in Boston and vicinity, and who will
BROOKLIN LINE
and Mrs. I. Berliawsky, George's
remain in Rockland for the summer; 5:30 A M S' Lv. ROCKLAND
Due 6:30 P M *
Lv. 3:15 P.M * grandparents,
Mrs. Leach, Mrs.
also by Mrs. Percy Merrifield and 8:30 A M S Due BROOKLIN
Ralph U. Clark, Mrs. Max Flnegold
Daylight Saving Time
daughter Natalie, who are guests of
and Mrs. William Small. Possibly
A Daily except Sunday
Mrs. Merrifield's parents, Mr. and § Daily except Monday
FARE8 GREATLY REDUCED the high light of the occasion was
Mrs. I. Leslie Cross.
the special trip from New York
made by George’s daddy to attend
Kay-Dips 39c and Kay's Kandies For reservations apply
ROCKLAND WHARF
the party, and to bring him Ws gift
75c; on sale at 80 Park St.. Tel 242-R
which was a two-whodi t bike.
and at Senter Cranes.—adv, 65-lt

Major and Mrs. Talbot Aldrich of j
Boston and Tenant's Harbor, who
have been spending a fortnight at
1 their camp at Debsconeag. are in the |
| city for a short visit, the guests of
Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Fuller.

WHITES
$5.00
$3.95

Russell Bartlett, Jr., John Karl.!
Everett Frohock and Tony Accardi I
were guests of Robert and Hervey
Allen last night when they enter
tained at dinner at the Copper Ket
tle, to partake of the six pound
salmon landed by Hervey Allen, Sr.,
at Megunticook Lake Tuesday.

The Itooevik Club meets tomor
row afternoon ot the home of Mrs.
L. A. Thurston, at The Highlands

$2.49

C

5-QnD-QLS
$1.98
$3.50

FABRICS

Capt. Charles W. Kalloch and
fiunUy arrived this morning from
Genoa, Italy, and are guests at The
Thorndike while visiting Capt. Kalloch’s home city. “Charlie" has
gone places since leaving Rockland,
and today occupies the responsible
position as executive head of the
American Export Lines, which oper
ates some 30 luxurious craft.
_____ •
Mrs. Anne Alden and Mrs. Bernice
[Jackson will be in charge of the sup
per at Legion hall Saturday from 5
to 7.

-pumps

Mr. and Mrs. Alfred P’.ourd and
Mr and Mr.-. Ellery Nelson have retuuied from Van Buren and Presque
Irle where they visited thelr formei
homes over the weekend.

Mrs. Harry Bickford of Waterville
was in the city Tuesday.

Mrs. Otis Witham and son Harold
of Nobleboro were in the city Tues
day.
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Morey had
as guest Sunday and Monday Mrs.
Fred Burke cf Malden, Mass. Mrs.
Marey and Mrs. Burke were glrlj hcod friends, and this visit marked
Brown 1 their first reunion in 24 years. Mrs.
Burke who has been visiting her
White
I mother. Mrs. Frank Hopkins in Port
'Clyde, returned Tuesday, accoml panied by her flve children.

OXFORDS
Black
Beige

$2.95

$3.95

McLain Shoe Store
GOOD FOOTWEAR
ROCKLAND,
MAINE

ANNOUNCEMENT
Of Great Importance To the Pecple Of Knox County

THE MIME CLOTHES SHOP
CAMDEN—IS GOING

OUT OF BUSINESS
Owing to the excessive demand for rent made by our landlord we are forced to

close our doors after years of successful retailing

EVERYTHING WILL BE SOLD TO THE BARE WALLS
CLOTHING
FURNISHINGS
SHOES
FIXTURES
SALE

* J. H. Schellinger and family mo, tored to Cadillac Mountain Tueeday.
Miss Ercel Simmons has been the
guest of Miss Eleanor Oleason in
Union.

19

STARTS

JUNE 2

FRIDAY MORNING
And Will Continue Until Everything Is Sold.

9 O’CLOCK

Nothing Will Be Reserved.

This

Is a Sale Worth Coming Miles To Attend

OPEN EVENINGS

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Doyle (Mary
Lawrence! of Bath are guests of Mr
and Mrs. G. A. Lawrence, for a few
days.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Elwell of
Hartland were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Rackliffe over the
holiday.

$3.95

Page Seven

IKE BARKER, Manager

THE FIRE FUND
Contributions received by the Rock
land Red Cross Chapter for tire sulferers in Ellsworth and Auburn are
thus listed:
i
Strand Theatre ........................$100.30
Thomaston Red Cross............. 40 so
Union ...................................... .. 13.00
Strand Theatre (Auourn lire').. 76 4>
G. Carl Cassens ........................ 2.00
Eleanor Griffith ...................... l-OO
Comrades of the Way .............
1 ou
Cora F. Ames. North Haven..... 1.00
Mary Wiggin Spear ...............
100
A Friend ................ .................. U W
Mrs. Fred R Spear .................. 5.03
Mr. and Mrs. E. K Leighton .... 10.0'J
American Legion, Rockland .. 11.00
A Friend
............................. 15.00
Two Ladies ............................... 3.00
Brown Class, 1st Baptist Ch. .. 3.00
M. A Murphy, Friendship ..... 2.00
North Haven Br. Red Cross .... 25.00
Mrs. Bills, Camden ................. 1.00
Cong. Church, Warren ...........
6.00
Mr. & Mrs. M. R. Snow &
Richard .....
1.00

Total to date ........................ $320 25

Keep Y oung with
Your Children
Don't give them a cross nagging mother
to remember. A happy home depends upon
you. If your work is a burden—if the chil
dren annoy you—do aonirthing almut it
today. Sturt taking Lydia E. Pinkhaiu'a
Vegetable Compound. It will steady your
nerves -give you that extra strength aud
energy you need.
By actual record, 98 out of 100 women
say, “It helps me.” Give it a fair chance to
help you too. Sold by all druggist*.

Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound

PLUMBING AND HEATING
INSTALLING—REPAIRING
Phone 956 for Quick Dependable Service
ASK VS ABOVT SPENCER AUTOMATIC IIEAT

WILLIAM T. SMITH
ROCKLAND

477 MAIN STREET.

Mr. and Mrs. Osgood Gilbert had
as weekend and holiday guests
Roger Swett of Lynn, Mass., ar.d
Franklin D. Merrill, George Gilbert
and Irving Cook ct Melrose.
-

Hugh Benner recently entertained
Bernadette Snow, Dorothy Lawry,
Jc3n Moulaison. Dorethy Magune.
Virginia Richardson, Israel Snow.
Oram Lawry. Jr., Kenneth Orcutt,
Robert Dunton, Crosby Ludwick and
Mrs. V. A. Martin' who has been Alvary Gay. Miss Lawry carried off
very ill at her home, 107 North Main highest honors at cards.
street is improving and would be
Miss Mary Lawry who is attending
pleased to receive her friends.
the Sargent School of Physical Edu
cation went Sunday to Peterboro,
Alvah F. Staples, accompanied by
N. H„ where she will be at the Sar
his daughter, Mrs. Avaughn Ames,
gent camp, conducted in connection
and children. Madlene and Conrad,
with her studies, for a month.
of Framingham. Mass., called on
friends and relatives tn Rocklanu
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Merrill of
and Thomason this week, on thelr Augusta are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
way to Northport where they will be A. B. Allen al Crescent Beach.
for a short time at their cottage.
Miss Katherine Snow who is tak
ing a course in nursing at St.Barna- j
bis Hospital, Portland, came home
FRI.-SAT.
for the holiday and a short stay.

rn

Of
O«O'
O'0*'"!

,6*)’
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EASTERN

Qailings from

Mr. and Mrs. Eroll Scott of Eden
Park. R. I., Mrs. Clemmie Hewetl
of Boston Charles Towle of Apple) ton. Mrs. Wilder Moore ahd daugh
ter of Warren and Mr .and Mrs.
William C. Anderson of Rockland |
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge
Sherman on Tuesday. Mrs. Clem
mie Hewett remains for the sum
mer.

Mrs. C. F Ingraham of Banger
comes today to be with her brother
H. O. Gurdy. Mrs. Gurdy goes to
morrow to Montclair, N. J., to spend
several weeks with her daughters,
Mr'. Wilson B. Keene and Mrs.
Ruth Bird.
Mrs. J. M. Baldrige arrives today
i.-om Boston and will reopen her
ummer estate at Warrenton.

^ROCKLAND

TODAY
RUTII CHATTERTON
in
“LILY TURNER”

Continuous Saturday—2.00 to 10.30

Last Friday evening while Mrs.
Raymond Dow (Frances Knowlton),
and Mrs. David Knowlton (Marga
ret Everett) were calling on a neighbar, in walked a group of women to
give the young brides a delightful
■urprise shower, at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Dana Knowlton, Ingraham
Hill. Kitchen utensils, glassware and
other useful articles were presented.
Cards and music were enjoyed and
at 11 o'clock refreshments were
served. The guests were, Mis.
Charles Montgomery, Miss Pauline
Hamor, Mrs. Augustus Hamor, Mrs.
Harry Payson, Mrs. Herman Payson, Mrs. Charles Mitchell, Mrs.
Ralph
Philbrook, Mrs. William
Donohue, Mrs. Frank Ingraham.
Miss Mary Johnson, Mrs. Harland
1 Hurd, Mrs. Frank Butler.

a

Erase from your mind
all former
oil burner prices!
If you want the greatest bargain in auto
matic oil heat—and if you want to make
every dollar bring you the most in com
fort and continuous satisfaction—see
the new Delco Heat.
Delco has just perfected a new oil
burner that changes all previous ideas
as to what a reliable oil burner should
cost—and without the sac
rifice of a single important
feature.
It’s a genuine Delco Heat
in every way. Its depend
ability is assured by Delco’s
name and reputation. It is a
General Motors Value. Yet
it’s so low in price that it
brings the cost of reliable

oil heat down within every home
owner’s reach.
Th is new Delco Heat employs Delco’s
famous, perfected pressure system. It’s
built to hum the cheaper grades of oil
with greater efficiency. The unit is com
pletely enclosed, and so utterly sim
ple that there’s hut one moving part!
But you really must see
this sensational, new oil
burner to appreciate its
many advantages. Come in
today, or mail the coupon.

DELCO HEAT
THE

SIMPLIFIED

OIL

BURNER

G. A. LAWRENCE CO.,,NC
492 Main Street,

Tel. 260-W

Rockland, Me.

ADDRESS TO G. A. LAWRENCE CO., Inc., ROCKLAND, MAINE
Please send full details about the new, low-priced Delco 1 leat.

Name............................I.............................................. Address............. ...........................................................
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P-i-t Eight

UNDER THE UNION JACK

CAMDEN

DOUBLE WINNERS IN TRACK

Gleaming Tower of Glass Reflects Nash Progress

Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Patten ar
growth—a few blrchas maybe, Thc
(Continued From Page One)
rive
this week from New York city
Rockland High School Victor In Both Divisions Of to spend
wi’low trees have gone the way of
the summer at Overock.
George furnishing the only disturb
their cousins in the States—only a
Knox and Lincoln Meet—New Records
A state fish tank car with 200.000
ing sound. I have already described
ftw decayed stumps telling the s-tory
trout fry was in town Saturday en
it in tire flrst of my roving reporter
of their once proud existence.
route
for
the
feeding
station
at
letters written after a trip to Saint
Exercising every ounce of speed St Ivin (C); fourth, Karl (R) Time 26
Another thing we noted was that
West Appleton.
John made Nov. 4, last year. And
its disposal Rockland High School seconds.
in the whole Province, or that wide
Town Manager Percy Keller, I
before we get into the New Bruns
440-yard dash—First, Paladino
section of it which we visited, there
won the relay race at Knox Trot
Zelma M. Dwinaf, Frank J. Wiley,,
wick metropolis let me say that you
(R); second, Frohock (R); third.
was rarely, if ever, an abandoned
A. F. Achorn and Pearl G. Willey
ting Park Monday, thereby enabling
must always refer to it as ''Saint"
Bickford (L); fourth, Haggett (L).
farm and the buildings, while not al
have been enjoying a fishing trip to j
that school to take flrst honors in Time 57.2 seconds.
Jahn, not "St." John. Whether this
ways elaborate, seemed to be In an
is to distinguish it from St John's
the annual Knox and Lincoln track Half .mile run — First, Paladino Moosehead Lake.
excellent state of repair.
_
.
_
... John C. Thompson has been con
N.
F„
I
do
not
know,
but
I
do
know
meet. Thc relay race was the con <R>; second, Barnes (L); third.
Did I say that we passed through
that ail publicity literature and all
cluding event of the meet, and as Frohock (R); fourth, Allen (Lt. fined to the house with a badly
Prince of Wales? Sounds imposing
1
crushed
toe,
caused
by
thc
falling
signs say Saint John.
Rockland was leading by only thre? Time, 2 minutes, 16 seconds.
but the hamlet has hardly a score of
of a trap door.
The Canadian National Railway is
points. Its importance was quickly
Mile run—First, Barnes (Lt; seci buildings, and they are far from preMr.
and
Mrs.
Leo
Crooker
and
’
a fine institution and I hope lt is not ,
,
sensed by the excited spectators, ond. Allen (L); third, Sidelinger
tentious. Spruce Lake is an elongatso far in the red as some other'_ ,_____ .
.__ .
The victory was acclaimed with great (Lt; fourth, Armata (R>. Time, 5 daughter Mrs. Charles T. Swan
t-d and beautiful sheet of water.
spent the holiday with friends in,
railroads, but it obtrudes itself often
satisfaction by the supporters of the minutes. 7 1-10 seconds.
We near Saint John at 5.30 a. m.,
upon the motor highway and we
orange and black.
Javelin throw—First, Hatch (Lt; Quincy. Mass.
while the sun is making a feeble at
Horatio Alden of Boston has been ,
"cross crossings cautiously."
Three schools competed in this second. Kimball (L); third. McLod
tempt to burst through heavy clouds.
We skirt tlie shores of the Bay of
meet—Rockland High which scored (C); fourth, Helller (Rt. 137 feet, spending a few days in Camden.
No sign cf life has been seen on the
Fundy and note Lashing lights from ...
,
, , „ ,
The members of Atlantic Engine
59'i points; Lincoln Academy which 3 inches.
'
, „l highway, and we are nearly ln Saint
three
"Guardians
of
Our
Coast."
, .
. ,
scored 514 points and Camden High I Broad jump—First, Reed (Lt; sec- ■ Company were entertained Sundav
I
. John before we meet a pedestrian
I by W. S Richards at his camp at
I ' '
e ™rnlng
wn scorfts 0 something About our adventures ln
which tallied 15 points.
ond. Ladd (4>; third, Armata (Rt;
young rabbits scurry ac-oss the road Nfw Brunawick
* g^.
Once more was the fleet footed: fourth. L Thomas (Rt. 19 feet 4 Lake Megunticook.
in front of our car, leaping groMrs. Fred Sherman is visiting
Libby Paladino the hero of the meet, inches.
< day s installment of this story.
tesquely
as Bob's soprano horn
relatives in Boston and vicinity.
having htgh total 21’, points, and
High Jump—First. Reed (Lt; sec
breaks the absolute silence.
ITo ** ^tinued.
Members of the American Legion
winning the 100-yard. 220-yard- and ond. Fuller (L); third, tie, R Thomas
Where Spruce Is King
440-yard dashes as well as the half- (Rt and Clunie (L). 5 feet, 34 inches i Auxiliary attended the morning
They Jail you for receiving stolen
service at the Baptist Church Sun
All the-------------------------way to Saint John- -in —
fact goods, and then make you pay to
mile, besides serving as anchor man
--------Shot put—First, McLeod (Cl; sec
all the way across New Brunswick- near stolen wisecracks on the stage,
in that memorable relay race. The ond. L. Thomas (Rt; third. Johns day.
Dr. Charles Morton and Rev
we saw little else than spruce under-! —Illinois State-Register.
youth bore his honors with custom ton (Rt; fourth, Lord (C). 38 feet.
George Ekwald cf Waltham, Mass.
ary modesty, and was overwhelmed 8% inches.
with congratulations. Everybody is Pole vault—Tie, Armata (Rt and [ are guests of Mrs E. E. Rokes. High
r
now anxiously awaiting the show Bickmore <R>; third, Reed (L>: ! street.
• •* ing which heAvill be able to make in fourth. Pendleton tC). 9 feet. 6
The L. F. Singletons of New York
Saturday's State meet «t Poi tland.
inches.
' city have opened thelr summer
The runner-up in the Trotting
Discus throw—First. L. Thomas
Park meet was Reed, one of Lincoln (Rt; second. Hatch (Lt; third. Mc home on Bay View street.
Mrs. Frank E Morrcw is in BosAcademy's fine athletes.
Leod <C); fourth, R. Thomas (Rt
Personal, Student and Monarch 8ize Stationery of excellent white
’
ton
for a few days.
Several track records (Knox and 95 feet. 2 inches.
ripple
or plain bond paper, printed on top center of paper and on
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher LongIn the exhibit room at the base, ad
An Endless Chain of Nash models— who throng to the opening of Chicago's
Lincoln meeti went by the board.
Relay, won by Rockland.
flap of envelopes. Copy for name and address on envelopes and
Big Six. Standard Straight Eight. Century of Progress Exposition May ditional Nash models and an elec
worth
and
Mrs.
B
F.
Mathews
have
The flrst of these was the 100-yard
paper must be exactly the same.
Special Straight Eight. Twin-Ignition 27. Sixteen of the brilliant highway trically operated Ambassador Eight
been spending a few days in Portdash which Paladino won in 10.9
The Girls Meet
Advanced Eight and Ambassador performers which, since their intro Chassis, cut-away to show the func
Printed in black or blue ink Not over three lines. Note size 8x7,
duction
at
the
National
Shows,
have
i
land.
Eight series—moving day and night
seconds. The previous record was
Talk about your close contests!
Ideal for women's use; 200 single (or 100 double sheets) and 100
set new value standards for motor- tions of pjich moving part, lend added
in a dazzling “tower of value"!
Dr. and Mrs. Guy Blood of Roslin
11 seconds. In winning the quarter In the girls' division of the track
This is the spectacle which will greet dom, revolve in the plate glass tower, charm to the study of quality engi
envelopes to match 81.00. Student's size 54x84, 150 sheets and 100
mile by 57 2-5 seconds Libby scalea meet Rockland High won by three- dale, Mass., are guests of his par
and delight lovers of fine automobiles erected by the Whiting Corporation. neering.
envelopes to match, $1.00
ents
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
Blood
down the previous record from 60 quarters of a point, the final stand
Monarch size, a man's size for personal or business use, 150 sheets
ing being Rockland. 32% ; Lincoln 32 I Washington street.
flat.
the lawns and flower beds has brought mate, is known, even though he tried
74x104 and 100 envelopes 34x74 plain white bond paper only, $1 50
VQICE
OF
THE
M.
S.
P.
e • • e
of
Camden 28%
1 Mr- an^ Mrs. Horace Whynot
to disguise his writing by printing it.
_____
much favorable comment
Raised letter printing on paper only, each size 60c extra.
Mass., have been at ,
A Camden boy. McLeod, broke the
Dwinal of Camden was sure some
, n
ii....Our good wishes are extended to How was he found out? Well, that's
Write name and address plainly, print if possible. Remit with
Inmates
of
Penal
Institution
thMe
wh0
have
pardon
apphcatlons
record for shot-put, with 36 feet 8 , girl, with 22', points to her credit. Green Gables for a few days.
a secret. But known, he certainly ls. I
ordcr, please, either by check or money order. Postage 10c extra.
Lucy Johnson spent the weekend
inches as compared with the previ as against 17 by Lena Mahor.ey of
Rejoice Over Minstrels— for pardon at this month s hearing
Of all the contemptible acts, this is
ous record of 354 feet. Lee Thomas Rockland. Miss Dwinal won all bu' with Mr and Mrs. Roy Brown in Lin
Training for the July Fourth boxing the lowest and the writer has branded
Other Happenings
hove the discus 95 feet. 2 inches six cf the points made by Camdcn colnville.
bouts starts this week.
himself with the mark of — (unprint
ROCKLAND, MAINE
James A. Smith of Skowhegan
beating by 10 feet the previous rec High. The summary:
The writer of the poison-pen let able!. The Deputy does not appreci
The current issue of Vox—"The
has
been
the
guest
of
his
son
Robert
ord. A new javelin record was made
ter to the Deputy about a certain in ate such letters unsigned.
50-yard dash—First. Dwinal (Ci;
Voice of the M. S. P " aevotes major
by Hatch of Lincoln with a throw second, Harriman (L); third, Ran- Smith. Union street.
Mr. and Mrs. Karl Hopkins of space lo the recent prison minstrel
of 137 feet, 10 inches, as compared kin (Ri; fourth, Carney (L).
with the former recoid of 132 feet.
75-yard dash—First. Dwinal <c>: Montpelier, Vt, were Memorial Day show, which was presented to an outGee. but it was close in thc broad second. Harriman (L); third, Ran- guests of his father C. G. Hopkins. l.side audience on the night of May 6.
Knowlton street.
jump! Reed of Lincoln did it in 10 kin iRi; fourth, Carney <L>.
Douglas Robbins left on the boat repeated the following afternoon for
feet. 4 inches, beating Ladd of
Shot put—First, .Leadbetter <L».
the inmates, and later given as a
Rockland one-half inch. The pre- second. Dwinal (Cl; third. Mahoney Wednesday night for New Haven,
benefit for the Ellsworth and New
after
spending
Memorial
Day
at
vlous record was 18 feet, 10 inches.
(R»; fourth. Ellingwood (C).
Auburn flre sufferers The pride
The high jump record was also
Discus throw—First. Merrifield <L): Juniper Lodge. Lake Megunticook.
Joel Keyes Grant Circle. Ladies cl whlch the inmat„ fc!t ln these thrgsmashed Reed of Lincoln clearing second. Hedgkir.s (L»; third. Dwir.a’
ON SALE FRIDAY, JUNE 2nd
the G AR., will meet Friday night
the bar at 5 feet. 34 inches—Just (Ci; fodrth. Wade <C>.
performances was fully shared to
A
rcmi-public
supper
will
be
held
at
one inch higher than any K
L.
Baseball throw—Firs-, Mahoney
those who went in from the outside
Jumper had done 4t before. The (Ri; second. Merrifield (L); third. 6 o'clock.
• • • •
acrid. The singing, jokes and stunU
'crowdj got a surprise when Dick Dwinal (C); fourth, Wade (C).
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Thomas oi were done in a manner that dis
Thomas of Rockland tied Clunie of
High jump—First, Mahoney (Ri;
Lincoln Ior third place, having second tie, Condon (R), Bickford Northeast Harbor have been recent played most surprising ta'.ent, and
placed over Lee Thomas and Ted (L); fourth, tie. Marr (L). Cheney ;ue-ts of Mr and Mrs. Robert the participants havc been showered 1
Jamieson.
Ladd, who had beaten him consist (L), Hodgkin; <L), Piper (R).
with congratulations.
Running bread Jump—First, MaMrs. Franlc E. Mcrrow and Mrs.
ently during the season.
Umpires have their troubles, even
Bickmore and Armata Jointly won honey (R); second. Dwinal (C»; j Percy Drake returned Tuesday from
in
prison ball games, and we read in 1
the pole vault with 9 feet, 6 inches third, Foster (Ri; fourth. Bickford 1 short sta7 ln
Vox
that Umpire Leavitt resigned
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Arthur
Mullen
of
tn their credit—one foot higher
Standing broad jump — First
than before.
Piper (Ri; second. Dwinal (C>; third. Concord. Mass., have been guests of after three innings. Says Vox; "He.
Mr. and Mrs. Allie O Pillsbury. does not wonder at the complaints1
The time made in the relay race Foster (Ri; fourth. Thomas (C).
may or mav not bc a new record.
Relay race won by Camden 'Mun High street.
of some, but he is surprised that
Allie U. Dougherty and Rcbert
The winners were Ladd. Karl, Fro roe. Thomas, Dwinal, Wade).
those
who sat on the sidelines couC ;
hock and Paladino, and they had
The track meet officials were S W. Jamieson leave today, Thursday,
let
him
become involved in such a
stiff competition.
L. Cullen starter. Bowden and Bailey for a fishing trip at Capens, Moose
difficulty
when such intelligent men
head
Lake.
The summary;
timers, V. Chisholm. Cleveland
Mr. and Mrs. W. G Stover of Lew- might' have done better.”
100-yard dash — First, Paladino Sleeper. Jr., Ralph Fowler and
(Ri; second. Reed (Li; third. Melvin Robert A. Clunie and F. F. Rich- s:on have betn visiting Dr. ar.d
Games thus far have resulted as
(C); fourth. Simmons (L». Time, ards judges at the finish. Olsen of Mrs. M. B. Long.
follow:: Prison 3. Rockland 2; Prison
Frank E. Morrow and Percy Drake 10, Boothbay 8; Vassalboro 4. Prison
105 seconds.
Union assisted in the weight events.
220-yard dash — First, Paladino Herbert Spear was clerk of the are going Saturday to Capens, 2. Sports EcLtor Leavitt picks Pitts- j
M- otehead Lake, where they will burg to win the National pennant,
(R); second, Reed (L); third. Mel-: course, assisted by Pellicane.
enjoy a few days fishing.
but is a little more cautious in the
John Wyler of Belmont, F L. American League, saying that New
Doudy of Quincy, Aubrey Knight ol York. Cleveland and Washington are (
(COLONIAL {SSO STATIONS)
Arlington, and Robert Dailey of the hardest contenders Why not
Weymouth, Miss., and G Knight of eliminate Washington and Cleveland.;
Portland, have been recent guests Mr Leavitt?
of Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Wilbur.
And from the local items these are
Capt. William Annis who has been selected:
spending several weeks in town, has
"Red" Griffin has been assigned to
♦
been called to North Hanson. Mv . thc Deputy Warden's office as clerk.
IS
by the sudden death of a friend.
Part of the blacksmith shop is be
ing made ovct into a new bake shop,
Miss Maude M Thorndike, mana same to adjoin dining-room and is
ger of the Western Union Telegraph.: to have a new modem oven.
returns this week from a visit with ' The manufacture of cement blocks
Mr and Mrs. Oscar Bryazit in ir. thc prison has started again with
Dexter.
Adams in charge assisted by Carey
Mother is “boss.”
A lawn party was given by Mr. and | and Archer Their first order is lor
When her husband died,
Mrs. Ernest Johnson Monday night at 1()00 blocks for the new bake shop,
leaving her four little girls,
their home. Those present were Mr
ward. O'Clair and Beaulieu wno
she had to be. She had to earn
AT REGULAR GASOLINE PRICE
and Mrs. Roy Brown and two sons. haV€ charge of our lawns and flower
their daily bread as well as bake
Malcolm Libby, Charles Knight. Janet beds have been quite busy of late,
it. Now, thc girls havc grown to young
IN announcing essolene, on sale June 2nd, the
and Clyde Wiley, Bradford Youpg. goon the effects of thelr labor will be
motor fuel improvement • Automobile engines
womanhood, but mother is still “boss.” Not a
Eileen
Payson.
Margaret
and
Marion
and
t
he
beauty
and
glorious
dis'
Colonial Beacon OH Co., Inc., issues this challenge
have improved rapidly in the last few years. Gaso
tyrant—just “boss” of the household because of her competency.
Wright, Kenneth, Lloyd and Arleen pjay of many kinds of flowers will be
and makes this guarantee of smoother perform line improvement has not kept pace. Essolene
When thc girls were working, she and they could afford such
Bennett, Bertha Carlson, Mrs Cora ours enjoyThe flne condition
of
ance with a full understanding of the impor
things as thc vacuum cleaner, the washing machine, the radio,
was developed with present motor problems and
Pearse, Bertha and Earl Pearse.;________________________ _______ _
tance
of
such
a
statement
by
this
company
•
The
the electric refrigerator. One by one these were added, under
future motor trends in mind. The result is a fuel
Claude and Carroll Dennison. Ruth KI
—,
■
partial payment plans well within the domestic budget.
public is accustomed to fantastic and exaggerated
in advance of the times, basically superior to
Hunt. Ralph Hupt, Merton. Lucy and N°W There » Mu<*
Then thc budget got a scries of unbalancing shocks. One girl
claims in gasoline advertising. It Jias heard of so
Gloomyvilli -Dad’
Beatrice Johnson. After playing
all regular priced and, with few exceptions, all
had a substantial wage cut; another worked part time; a third
many “Super" gasolines—seen so many words
games on the lawn ice cream and cake
premium priced gasolines • Try Essolene. Get
lost her secretaryship when the firm went out of business.
were served by Mr. and Mrs. Johnson
plied upon words about “anti-knock” properties,
It at any Esso Station. Compare It, In any car,
“I guess we'll haste to do without the telephone and some
and daughters Lucy and Beatrice.
I
“mileage,” “quick-starting," etc., that all such

Distinctive Stationery
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FOR MEN AND WOMEN

1

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

A CHALLENGE TO

ALL GASOLINES!

Colonial Beacon Oil Company, Inc.

challenges with a new motor fuel that

M„i£.er

“BOSS”

SMOOTHER PERFORMANCE

I"

RHEUMATISM

other things for a while," said mother, after a moment’s mental

Cripples Him No More

arithmetic. There was no demur. What mother said, went.
“I wonder if wc couldn’t wait a few days,” asked May, the
former private secretary, inquiringly. “I registered at the secre

tarial school today, and gave them my telephone number in case
they wanted to reach me quickly.” Mother agreed.

Well, May got fifteen days’ work that month through tele
phone calls from thc school, and thc telephone still stays.

“A

Light Trucking
Parcel Delivery

Family Washings
Called For and Delivered

hen that lays eggs is worth feeding,” explained mother.

“Besides,” she added, philosophically, “it saves my feet many
weary step when I want this thing or that thing.”

a

O.mr in orfall onr Bottntu Offtco today to ati about ttrvieo.

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE aw» TELEGRAPH COMPANY
28 SCHOOL STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

TELEPHONE 9900

Walter Dorgan
Tel. 106-R

Off to work went Father—vaulting
1 the fence with one hand—mother laughs
with Joy—the kids are happy and no
1 wonder.
Three weeks ago he was nearly a
I cripple—the piercing rheumatic pains
almost drove him mad—then came a
bottle ot Allenru—a present from- a
! neighbor
In 2 days the agony left—
I almost like magic—no wonder gloom
changed to Joy In that modest home.
Wlthtn 24 hours after you begin to
take Allenru for rheumatic pains, neuj rttls or lumbago the excess uric acid
I starts to leave your body—ln 48 hours
the terrible agony Is gone—If this does
not happen David L McCarty. Druggist.
[ or any leading druggist anywhere will
return the purchase price—an R r>z
bottle 85c.

descriptions have, quite properly, come to mean
nothing • Colonial Beacon with its thousands of
Esso Stations recognizes a double responsibility
to the public • First, the responsibility of pio
neering in improvements and new developments
in service to the motoring public, at however great
expense • Second, that of selling over its name
no product until that product has proved its
worth, and the validity of every statement made
about it • Such is the position we take about
Essolene. We stand squarely behind it as a great

with the performance of any gasoline you have
ever used. Essolene will speak for itself. You can
supply the superlatives.

Colored Orange to Prevent Substitution

COLONIAL

Esso
STATIONS

. Copr. 1938, Eao, Ine.

a

B

I

,

C

I I —

• XwolMie. mo and mo u w tha
8-Star Motor Oil, art told at Eaao
Stations and Dealara owned, operated
or supplied by the Colonial Beacon
Oil Company, Incorporated.

